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In 1957 Daniel Bell a oociolo^ 'jiso coineo. tnc -jeria 
'post-industrial' to signify a society in vhich the eccnomir is 
based largely on service the professional and techn_Gal c^ .as£ 
dominate, theoretical knowledged is central, intellectual 
tecinioloc3''-syct6ms analyrais, nodel-building, and the lihc 
is highly developed, a,nd technology is, at leact poten':ially, 
capa'cle oi self-sustaining gro-vrth. 'rhen cai .e terms lihe 'post-
civilisation^ 'technotronic society', 'electric age', 'trans 
industrial' and 'super inuiistrial'societies, a3.1 i.iplying to a 
rapidly changing system led by an extre.aely aavancea technology. 
Shis concept vjhich was initiatca by and still re-;a_iiS •i'rit:_iiL 
the western henisphere vrould hardly be applicable to "Jhe eastern 
continents, but whe.t the s-aper-industrial revolution has led to 
^a splintering, dividing nuiiber of smallers groupr. or sub-c-.iltt 
as a direct result of overchoice; in the west is happening in 
India by itself. A kladiascopic variety of groups, tribes, uini-
cults with social, cultuaral economic and political foljowin.;-; are 
springi.ng up every day, because like here and everyv;here else 
the search for an 'identity' is on. 
V/e are all dee^jly influenced oy ova: environraent in our 
q-aest for an identity or the subcult we choose or specifically 
group conformity, and o'or attitude or behavior is influenced by 
a group of interacting aggregation of people who are surrounuing 
us or whom we are trying to emulate. Ihese groups of people 
can looG:ly be termed as'heference G-roiips' . fhe identity we are 
Ux; 
searching for the life style we are living, the subcult ve 
belong to is not totally o-or decision but an agglomerate of 
choice on subtle influences or reference influences, these 
together, slowly but surely le'.al to a piirticiilax life style. 
The life style an individual leads decides both the external 
forms of behavior 'conciously or sub-concioual;:' each si:uple 
action depends upon our life style; (inposing oraer, a set of 
principles orcriteria, on the choices we ma^e in our daily 
life}. 
'fhe array of nev consumer goods, services, educational, 
occupationa ana recreational options have given rise 'cu div :?! 
of life styles and each life style has be^n catered tc and 
pauperea by a g^ reater va.-iety of goods and services ever 
available to uan. Accoruing to Alvin foffler, "fho age of • 
transience nas put the consumer in the uost e.-via.-lc pos_tion 
i-_ "uhe uistory of iaar-;.eting vithxn the l?.st fcv yearc jhe 
range of choice alteruative'j available ic beyond '"he .grac v o: 
any indiviaual, and the role of environi.:ental change can ua-v'. 
real pathological iripli cat ions" 
But v/hile the society bombards the individual '. ith a 
swirling seemingly patternless set of altc::;'iia.tiveE, 'ohe 
selection"^ made are anytliing but jrandon. fhe cci-r;u;ier COIICL 
armed wit/, a preestaolished set of tastes and preferences. 
i-xoreovor no chcice is iiidependant, each 11; condioioncd "oy 
those ]i::de earlier. .-^ xrheters have realises this f :ct; a.i-j. ar; 
progressively viorking _or survival by trying to under sand 
consiun-otion decision fully and analysing each facet of the 
Ciii) 
buyer's behavior with greater ^ ^^o^^ and zeal than ever before, 
to comprehend why individuals purchase what the^ r do and how 
pxirchasing behavior influences and is influenced by various 
members of a society. It would be difficult,if not impossible, 
for a business to siorvive without giving atleast sorae attention 
to consumer behavic525. 
Realising the importance of analysing consumer behavior I 
have selected a part of this immense field and have attempted 
an analytical and critical treatment of the subject in empirical 
terms. To be consistant with this approach I have included 
major trends, their theoretical origins and the principle they 
sustain without the exclusion of an exhaustive literatu-re 
review. 
The work has been divided into six major sections. 
Part I: Introduction sets the stage for the remainder of the 
text. It introduces the subject of consumer behavior giving 
the major theories involved in explaining the subject and then 
deals with a number of models explaining the consumer behavior 
process, finally leading on to reference groups and their 
importance. 
Part II : Dimensions Analysed deals with the exposioion and 
explanation of the objectives. The reasons for forming these 
statea 
objectives, iach objective has been/together with the range of 
thcaimencions vrhich vrill oe analj'sea within :he parameter^, of 
these objectives. In any study of empirical form the hypothesisvM 
will be analysed and the method for their analysirj must be 
Uv) 
clearly stated. In iorming the hypothesis I have kept in 
mind tvro factors, first, the degree of penetrs-tion or incirht 
this tj/pe of a study requires and the amount of information 
which a respondent will he able to provide. 
Part III : Research .DeGi/^ n : gives attention to the 
problems of data collection, designing the sample and communi-
cation method. The methodology of collecting the informatiou, 
the type of respondents and number of respondents selectea as 
v;ell as the products finally selected for scudy have been 
analysed, The questionnarie has also been formed in this 
part which also explains the whys and why - fors of the aifferent 
questions 3-sked, Considerable attention has been given to the 
problem of mea,s^ irement when dealing with the questionnaire. 
Part IV • TiQ-hn collection and analysis; focuses on summari-
sing and quantising the responses and to eliminate any errors! 
^involves editing, tabulation interpretation and statistical 
analysis. Reference group factors affecting both brand choice 
and product choice, reference groups themselves and their 
influences and the influence of reference groups on different 
income grotipc have been tabulated and analysed in depth in this 
part. 
Part V : Ilarlieting: Strategy; suggests a simple marketing-
strategy model based on reference group influence end other 
influences operating on product choice and br:..nd choice decisions. 
iocusing on major areas of applications of the kno-wledge of 
reference group influences to marketing decisions making, and 
.v) 
exploring future prospects for continued developixient. The 
model has been prepared in four stages each stage let-ding to 
the next leading to a final overall marketing strategy using 
both reference group influences and other influences. 
Part vl : Hypothesis testing: and conclusions : is the 
concluding chapter, significance of statistical relationships 
are tested and determination of what the hypothetical connota-
tions imply and most important is the interi:)retation of results 
with direct reference to the objectives of the study, i'he 
hypothesis have been testec by applying trie Pearsonfe correlation 
constant in trying to :orove the hypothetical resiil'js and explain 
the variations in consumption decisions. 
'j?ne many coiaiuents and suggestions provided by I'jr.ivaleem 
i-iohammad xihan (Supervisor) are greatfully acknovrledgcd, where-
ever and whenever possible these contibutions have been incor-
porated. This work has benefited and is indebted to the 
inspirations provided by many authors on the subject of consumer 
behavior. 
One last point : the number of relevant published research 
findings is astronomical. Therefore the objective has been to 
be comprehensive in each subject area, there undoubtedly are 
gaps in coverage due to the enormity of literature present, liuch 
difficulty was encountered in the attempt to report acciirately 
not only the content of theoretical concepts but more especially, 
the content of articles and studies selected. Ho doubt errors 
have been made, it can only be hoped that they are few and 
minor, 
CHAPTLR - I 
"Vftiile the society bom'oards the individual with a 
s-wirling, seemin£;ly patternless set oi alternatives, the 
selections made are anything but random. The consv.raer 
(whether oi end tables or ideas) coiaefc; araed vith a pre-
established set of tastes and preferences, -loreover, no 
choice is wholly independent. Each is conditio:, ed by those 
made earlier. In ohort, there is a certain consistency, an 
attempt at personal style, in all our actions whether 
conciovisly recognized or not ". 
Alvin Toffler. 
li.i'RQjjUCTIO it 
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I I T T R O D U G T I O H 
Every hiiman commimity developes a system by vhich 
it produces and distributes goods and services. In indust-
rially advanced societies the systea is complex and the 
available range of economics is wide. To understand 
consumption decisions fixllj'- would require the study of a 
person's entire lifetime experiences. Broadly considered, 
consumer behavioux and human behaviour would be nearly 
synonymous fields of study since the consumption of economic 
goods prevades almost every activity in which humans are 
involved. Por practical reasons, the field must be limited 
to include only a portion of humsin activity. 
But hujnan activity is neither simple nor random, 
there is the traditional notion, that each object has a 
single easily definable fiuiction and that each consumer buys 
a object for a single easily definable reason, is far from 
true, all products are mxiltidimensional. Like the story of 
a little boy who once purchased half a dozen pink erasers 
at a little stationary store. Gxirious as to why he wanted 
so many of them, some^are-asked, 'Do they erase well ?', 
'I don't know', the little boj"- answered, 'but they sure 
smell good'. And indeed they did. They had been heavily 
perfumed by the Japanese manufacturer , 
J.Shable, 'The efiects of riessage Discrepancy on 
attitude change', (Golimbus Ohio, Ohio University 
1966). 
In short the needs filled "by products vary by 
piirchaser and through time. In a society scarcity needs 
are relatively imiversal and unchanging because they are 
stari:ly related to the 'gut' functions. As affaience 
rises however, human needs become less directly linked to 
the biological survival and more highly individuated. More 
over in a society caught up in the complex, high speed 
change, the needs of the individual vhich arise out of 
his interactions with the external envioriaent alao change 
at a relatively high s;^ pe)i, Ihe nore rapidly changing the 
society, the more temporary the needs. Given the general 
offuljince of a new society, man can indulge in many of 
these short-tern needs. Consequently to develop a successful 
marketing programme, typically a company should learn as much 
as possible about its customer's motives, attitudes, beliefs, 
interests, values, personality, self-image, desires, wants 
and other psychological variables, because an understanding 
of the reasons why people buy a given product or shop at a 
certain store in critical. If a seller does not appeal to 
the right motive he would probably lose sales. It wovild 
be difficult, if not impossible for a business to s-urvive 
today without giving at least aaiafe attention to consixmer 
behaviour. Thus biisiness firms are now compelled i;o design 
and sell products that conform to the consumers desires and 
consumer orientation hy the business firm vjhich in turn 
requires a solid basis of facts and pertinent data for an 
evalua.tion. 
It is not surprising th^, that analysis of the 
consuiaer has assumed a nev iiaportance. The decade of 
1960*s had been a time of rapid growth in consumer behavioxir 
research and practice. 
Drawing on the theoretica,! contributions and empiri-
cal evidence of behav4/fej'al scientists in other fields of 
enaeav^ as well as their own creative work, inariieting 
scholars such as Bass, Bauer, Perber, i'rantc, G-reen, rloward, 
Kasser^ain, Kuchen, uassey, 1-Iyess, xlicosia, licssemeir ana 
Sheth have made major contributions to our knowledge of 
the process of concuaaer behaviour, iiuch of this has already 
resulted in substantial improvements in marketing operations, 
Constimer behaviour may be defined, "as the acts of 
individuals directly involved in obtaining and using economic 
goods and services, including the decision processes that 
precede and determine these acts", bocial scientist some-
times use the word "behaviour" to include only overt or 
observable actions, but it is increasingly being recognized 
that a realistic analysis of consumer beha.viour must 
necessarily include less observable processes uhat accompaiay 
consumption. Consumer behaviour involves the study not 
only of what people consume but where, how often, and under 
what conditions. These have been studied in different ways 
by different scientists and many contradictory and correlat-
ing results have been made, each of which views the same 
phenomenan and postulates different intervening- variables. 
In part these differences arise "because analysts liave 
different purposes and hence focus oii different variables, 
it being difficult to find definitions that are acceptable 
to all, therefore, it is necessary to specify meanings of 
intervening variables vrith as much precision as possible. 
One of the major task is to acquire a fuller understanding 
of the relations among variables in the systera. 
Theorists have dealt in different ways to describe 
the behaviour from psychological, economic and social over 
vievs, some of the theories have been enumerated here to 
explain consuaer behaviour. 
'The Economic Theory 
The micro economic theory holds the assumption that 
an individual has complete knovrledge of his wants and of 
all available mesms to satisfy these wants. In addition, 
preferences are assumed to be independant of the env/ai^ cient 
at the time in vhich choice is made, unlimitea and non-
satiable, and consisiJant. The decision, then, is one of 
carefvil allocation of resources to maximise utility vithin the 
constraints impossdd by a financial budget. '2he consumer 
presumably evaluates each alternative and thereby bexiaves 
rationally. rJaximization of utility thus is nypotnesized to 
be the only motive for behaviour, and the result is a 
precise and elegant theory whicn lends itself to manipulation 
using tools of the calcviliis, vhile in the macroeconomic 
theory the economist generally is not concerned viith tlio 
buying choices of individualn, buit rather focuses on choice 
patterns overtime by large groups. His interest lies in 
patterns of behaviour pertaining to major decisions such as 
allocation of income to savings or investment in consuaer 
durable goods. ±h.e argument is frequently advanced that 
individxial differences average out where many people are 
studied and thereby assume relatively little iiaportance. 
Though it does not explain the process of decision 
making it has contributed laiich to marketing by classifying 
relations between purchase and \inderlying variables that 
have been analysed. But over the years marketing has "under-
gone dramatic cha,nges with the ini'usion of behavioral sciences 
concepts and more recent modifications from psychology and 
sociology. 
In approaching the subject of why consumers do what 
they do, it has become common to explain the causative 
variables in the black box tlirough the use of the term 
2 
"motive" , In other words, motive assumes the entire 
burden of explanation. Classification of motives quicklj'-
became extensive, and many marketing vn:iters, followirig 
the trends in psychological thought in the 1930's advanced 
lept;^ y lists. One leading psychologist, for example listed 
approximately 30 motives that were presumabaLly common to all 
This use of the te3:m motive has its genesis in an 
influential book of ilelvin T. Gopeland, x-Iarketing 
problems (iTew York ; A.¥. Shaw Co. 1920). 
o O 
individuals , hiinger, sex, love, variety and curiosity 
etc. Other acre general classifications emerged, like. 
i) Primary and selective motives. 
ii) Rational and emotional motives. 
iii) Patronage motives and 
iv) Concious and dormant motives. 
Each trying to explain different actionc or different 
parts of the same action. 
The concept of motive as traditionally used in 
marketing literature has proved to be ina,dequate for several 
reasons: 
i) The mere listing of motives is of little vr.lue. 
Scientific progress is achieved only if no conditions are 
specified under vhich certain motives or patterns of laotives 
are prevalent and if in addition it can he deuonstrated 
that they produce different behaviora,! effects, 
ii) The final outcome is also affectea \)y attitudes, 
personality traits, the influence of others and many other 
factors, to say that motive is the sole intervening variable 
between stimulas and response is a gross over simplifica-
tion. 
There have been recent interdisciplii^e contributions 
I 
reflecting sociological and psychological overtones, A few 
3) II.A.I-iassay, Sxplainations in Personality(IIevr York 
Oxford University Press). 
4) Katona, George, Psychological Analysis of Economic 
Behavio\ir (ilew York : ilaCgraw Hill, Glavin Kail, 1S51) 
7 
have been mentioned. 
Learnin^? Theory 
This important body of psychological thought has been 
mainly an outgrowth of the study of animal behaviouj: in 
laboratories. 
-Four central concepts are postulated. 
1) drives 
2) cues 
3) response and 
4) reinforcement. 
Drive is considered to be an internal stiaulus 
activated by a need or motive, thereby energizin^ j; behaviour 
and promoting action. Cues .on the other hand, are ei:ternal&c 
internal stimuli which serve to direct an appropriate response 
to satisfy reaction, and reinforcement occurs if the behaviour 
be repeated again under similar circumstances vrhen reinforce-
ment is positive and avoided:if reinforcenent is negative. 
Today's emphacis on repetitive advertising rests on the 
foundation as does advertising research devoted to discover-
ing those appeals that stimulate the least short-rxm response. 
Lihe the coca-cola campaign featuring the familiar shape and 
appearance of the coke botlle and i-'our Liquare Lin;;fj has long 
featured a theme of masculinity, "Live Life King Size". 
Clinical or Psychoanalytical 'Theory 
Sigmund x'reud, nas poineered the analysis of 
personality complexities through rigorotis observations, a 
8 
revolutionary procedure for iaxs time, ana thereby shed 
initial light on "basic reasons for individual pc:-?sonr,lity 
clifferencoa. i'reud otc'jr'teC. with the assumption that the 
child enters the vjorld vith instinctive needs which he 
cannot gratify apart from others and systeuatically intro-
duced social influence through the constraintn that society 
5 
exerts on human tendencies. Continual frustration ox 
needs then serve as a stimulus for more subtle means of 
instinct gratification. Instinctive needs reside in the 
'id' and are governed in their manife^rtations b^'- the 'ego' 
which serves as the intellectual executive mediating between 
unrestrained instincts and social constraints. The 'L^ uper 
ego' which in turn embodies values, limits actions on the 
basis of ethical and moral considerations. 
Later advocates of the psychoanalytical view added 
other repressed desires to those mentioned by Preud. Adler, 
for example, emphasized the urge for pov:er, and its manifes-
tat ions. Thoug'h these theories have been helpful in 
shaping contemporary psychological thought, they have many 
fallacies when applications of these concepts from the 
clinical into a study of an entire market segment of many 
individuals, takes place, and the result all too often has 
been a distortion of reality and over looking of other 
important elements in the typical buyer's psychological 
field. 
5 A Primer of Freudian Psychology (New Tor-:, Ilentor 1954) 
6 Alfred Adler, i'he Science of Living (Hew York: 
Greenburg, 1929). 
9 
Gestalt and Pield Theories 
Here originally primary emphasis is placed on 
physical perception of the stimuli (for example vrhy a book 
is still seen as a hook when viewed froia an angle). 
The term "gestalt" means form or configiiration, and 
gestalt theory was huilt aroxind carefullj'- designed experiiients 
that proved rather conclusively that individual stimuli are 
perceived and interpreted in relation to the organization of 
one's experiences, 
Gestalt theory is perhaps most useful today in mudified 
7 
form as stated by Lewin in the 1930's, Lewin postulated 
that man lives in a complex psychological field composed 
of many influences, all of which must be comprehended in a 
realistic theory of iiotivation. Behavior, according to this 
point of view, is motivated by the individual striving 
toward a stable organization of his psychological field 
through attempting to reduce tensions, reconcile conflicts, 
and make sense out of the world in which he lives. 1 ian is 
thus assumed to be goal oriented. 
The empahsis in this theory is on uan and his envior-
ment, with special attention paid to perception (that is, 
reception of stimv.li through the five senses and at"cributing 
meaning to them), Vftiile the applications to raarketing thus 
far have not been extensive but the underlying perceptions 
7 Kurt lewin, Princitdes of Topological Psychology 
(New York : ilcgraw Hill). ' 
10 
behind the theory is very important. 
Cognitive TA.eor.v 
Basically an extension of the gectalt approach, 
contemporary social psychology has taken as a uajor focus 
the organisation of values., attitudes, and information stored 
in an individual's memory.: of special significance is the 
outcome of a state of imbalance in this structure. Imbalance 
can be introduced by contrjadictory information from the 
envioriient or by non fittiiig relationships in the structure 
itself. A state of tension is thus generated vhich serves 
as a motivating force for change either vithin the structure 
or through some form of distortion of the e::ternal input. 
The application of many of these findings has perhaps been 
the most significant result thus far from the interdiscip-
linary approach and a lot of advertising and selling is under-
taken to achieve attitude change. 
Theories of Social Influence 
Name of the contributions discussed has taken as 
primary focus the role of -the social envi^ 'rrnient in an indivi-
dual's psychological field. Ltich has been le^ irnt about this 
subject however and certain types of social influence on 
buyer behavior have been explored in de-oth. 
8 Wolfgang Eohler, G-estalt Psychology (New York : 
Liveright, 1947). 
11 
Vjliile there are, of course, many sources fron which 
social influence can emanate the greatest contributions 
have been in the areas of reference £::oup theory, social class 
and diffusion of innovations. The central concept is that 
of the reference group or social entity vith which an 
individual identifies and uses as a standard of behavior. 
Social class is a type of reference group, and there is now 
much evidence that there are distinct differences in buying 
behavior among members of the various classes. Siuilarly, 
reference group influence und^ies the process by which 
innovations become diffused vrithin social groupings. Finally, 
sociology of the family, which centers on family role 
structures and interaction processes contributes much in the 
way of useful concepts and methods to aid in undertaking the 
household decision making process. 
Space does not permit us to discuss all the theories 
given uptil now to explain consumer behavior but what is 
possible is a brief resuue of the models of buyer beha.vior 
g 
based on these theories. Thompson and Van iaouten, have 
given three classifications as models of man which are re-
presentative of the theroretical studies that have taken place 
in the behavioral sciences till now. 
a) Conflict models of man. 
b) i'lachine models of man. 
c) Open system models of man that include the emerging-
comprehensive theories. 
J.D.Thompson and D.R.Van Houten, The Behavioral 
Sciences : An Interpretation (Reaching, ilassachu-setts: 
Addison-V;eslay Publishing Co., 1970, pp.4-1 3. 
12 
Conflict models of man in the simplest and laoct 
primitive form descri'De human 'behavior as the resiilt of 
the struggle between good and evil. 'Xhe individual is 
shown hasicaliy as a medium through which these forces 
emerge. Conflict models have come primarily from clinical 
psychology. Por instance Preudian psychoanalytical theory 
(ihe concept of Id, Ego and Super ego) Jung ilenninger, 
Larwell's, "triple appeal", approach to political propaganda, 
and l-^ yers, Reynolds on Larwell's approach applying it also 
to advertising. Cohen's work on developi.ient of uhe CAD 
scaling technique for the me astir ement of personal orientation 
and "behavioral tendencies and many other prominent authors. 
Ilachine models of man focus upon the stiLiuJLus and 
response (S-R) sequence meaning that man is es; entialy 
Pa^ vralovian. In their most "basic forms these models view a 
person simply as a physiological :-^ achine that responds to 
genetically implanted drives and enviormental stimulation. 
Based on mslow's Heirarchy of needs, Pavlov's stimulus 
and response theories include the works of such well knowm 
figures as Hull, Spencer and Skinner. 
But a person is much more than what machine models 
represent, this awareness has led in a another theoretical 
direction that goes considerably beyond the scope of what 
the machine models basically represent. The traditional 
practice of utilising the concept of motive as the primary 
variable to explain buyer behaviol? has left a lot to be 
explained. It is increasingly being recognized that a 
13 
"buyer's psychological field is complex and that one can 
not analyse one aspect of it to the exclusion of others. 
This fact has served as the principle stimulus for inter-
disciplinary boirrowing and development of what Thompson and 
Van Houten call the open system models of man. 
The objective of these models is to gain an xHider-
standing of the individual as a system of action throiigh 
classifying relationships among inputs, motivational 
determinants, and goal-oriented output, obviously such 
models can gain considerable complexity, and frequently the 
results appear in graphic, symbolic, verbal or mathematical 
forms. The final shape is often dependant upon the precision 
of the theories, facts and assumptions upon vhich the models 
are based. 
The following section includes a diccus ion of these 
major models of the integrative comprehencive theories of 
consumer behavior. These are the Kicosia model, the Howard 
and Sheth model and the Eagle, Kollat and Black \.ell model. 
Inter^rative - Comprehensive I-Iodels of 
Consumer Behavior 
Uicosia Ilodel : Francesco ITicosia, a leading scholar in the 
field of consumer behavior, published one of the earliest 
integrative - comprehensive aodels. iiicosia has used the 
technique of computer flow charting to designate elements 
and relationships by giving four basic fields. ;jee figure 1 .\ 
10 P.M. Nicosia, Consumer devision Pro cesses :i'iarketing 
And Advertising Implications (Ergle Wood Cliffs, 
Hew Jursey:Prentice Hall Inc., 1966). 
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FioLd ones, from the source of a message to the consumers attitude 
Subfield One 
Firm's 
Attributes 
subfield Two 
Consumer's 
Attributes 
(Especially 
Pi'edisposition 
Attitude 
Field Two: Search Evaluation 
for evaluation of 
Hean&-£nds 
Relatione^ 
Experience (PreaCtion ^old) 
Search 
Motivation 
Field Pburt 
Feedback 
Field Three :-
i^t of Purchase 
Dec sion 
(Action) 
Purchasing 
Behavior 
SUmAHT PLOW CaAKT OF THE NICOSIA MODEL OF BUTER BHiAVIOR. Francesco K. (1966) 
Nicosia> Consumer DecisionProcesses :Marketing and Advertising In^lications 
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Field one includes the output of an advertising 
message from a business firm and the assumption that the 
consiimer recipient was previously in no way familiar with 
the advertised product. As the message (sub field one) 
reaches the cons\imer, it serves as an input for sub-field 
two, referred to as the consumer's space, which is composed 
of his psychological attributes. As this message is received 
and acted upon, the output hopefull is formation of an 
attitude toward the prcrduct referred to in the message as 
well as the consideration of alternatives available in this 
product category. (The actions that take place in this field 
may or may not result in a motivation to buy the product in 
question. V/hen the motivation to buy the product does 
result, it serves as an input into field Three (Act of Pur-
chase). If purchase behavior results from i'ield Three, it 
serves as an input into Field Four, the storage or use of 
the product. 
But there are a number of difficulties that inhibit 
the application of the theory represented by his model. 
IIowsucd/L^ heth Hodel : John Howard proposed the firct truly 
integrative model of buyer behavior in 1965. Iioward's 
model was based on systematic and thorough utilization of 
learning theory. Perhaps the major contribution oi the 
Howard model was the distinction drawn between extensive 
problem sieving, limited problem solving and automatic res-
ponse behavior. 
11 John A-Howard, i-Iarketing Ilanagement Analysis and 
Planning rev ed., (Home vrood III:Irwin 1963). 
10 o 
In 1969 Howard this time with Sheth gave a revised 
version of his model which was essentially an attempt to 
12 
explain brand choice behavior overtime. In the development 
of their model, Howard and Sheth assiime that brand choice 
is not a random but rather a systematic process and that 
buyers attempt to make logical decisions, that is, reasonable 
v:ithin the limits of their cognitive and learning capacities 
and vrith the further constraints of limited information. 
The Howard/Sheth model consists of four sets of 
constructs or variables: see Pigure 1.2. (i) input variables, 
(ii) output variables, (iii) hypothetical variables and 
(iV) exogenous variables. They contend that when the buyer 
is interested in pujcchasing something, he activelj'- seeks 
information from^  his commercial- (significative and symbolic) 
and social enviorment. The buyers perceptual i^ rocesses limit 
the information received and modify it so that it is consis-
tant with his own frame of reference. In addition to the 
process of searching for information, the bu^ e^r draws from 
his learning constracts, such as attitudes and motives, 
v/hen a buyer's experiences with a brand are sa,tiBfactory 
the evaluation of it increases, the likelyhood of his pur-
chasing that brand of i^ roduct again increaces. If the buyer 
repeats the decision a number of times, routiuized purchase 
behavior develops. Whether or not a person actually buys 
a given alternative, however, is a function of the compre-
hension of brand confidence in purchase, and individual 
12 Joh A. Howard &. Jagdish K. Seth, The Theory of Buyer 
Behaviour (Hew York : Wily 1969), 
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intention, S\irther more, the exopenous variables help 
explain individual differences through such factors as 
financial status, time pressure and social class. 
The third model which actually describes the complete 
buying process is based on the Decision Process Approach 
and was given by Engel, Kollat and Black \iell and is 
1 5 
loiown as A I'lultidiaensional I'lbdel. 
This model has four basic couponents, 
(i) the central control vmit (GCU), 
(ii) the consumer information processing component, 
(iii) the consumer decision process and, 
(iv) the constraints on consumer decision process. 
The ecu consists of stored information and experiences, 
evaluative criteria, attitudes, personality and a filter 
and functions as the consumers psychological command center. 
The consumer information processing component receives 
incoming stimuli and interacts vith the GCU via each of its 
four components, i.e. exposure, attention, comprehension 
and retention. The consumer Decision Process has five 
stages : (1) Problem recognition, (2) Internal search and 
alternative evaluation, (5) external search and a,lternative 
evaluation,(4) The purchasing process and (5) The deciGion 
outcome. All the stages are not neccessarily included in 
each purchase decision. External influences such as income, 
the family Culture and othe;:-s serve as ccnctraii-ts or. the 
15 Janes P. Engel, D.T.Kollat and R.B.Blackwell, 
Consumer Behavior, 2nd ed. (llew york:IIolt ilinehar 
and Winston 1968). 
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INFORMATION PROCESSING CETRAL CONTROL UNIT ENVIORWE TAL 
INFLUENCES 
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CayiPLETE MODEL OF CONSUMER BEHAVIOR SHOWING PURCHASING PROCESS ANT 
OUTCOIES. £ o \ i r c e : J . F . E n g l e , D . T . K o l l a t ^ a n d R . D . E l a c k w e l l , Consumer 
B e h a v i o r , 2nd e d , ( New York : H o l t , R i n e h a r t and W i n s t o n , I n c . , 1 9 7 3 ) 
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first three stages of the decision process. I-.ost cons-uner 
decision's are not conplex enoUi:;h to fully utilize the 
coaplete model (extended decision-process behavior). See 
f injure 1.5. 
These decisions will follov; either a limited decision-
process behavior or a habitual decision-process behavior. 
Research suggests the following fear types of variables 
will determine which decision process the consumer will 
most likely utilize: (1) situational variables, (2) prodtict 
characteristics, (5) consumer characteristics, and 
(4) enviormental variables. Any of these variables :;iay 
extend the decision process, the envioriiientp,l vpjriables are 
what we will concern ourselves with. 
According to liatona, consumer's have a higher prob-
ability of engaging in extended decision-process when, 
(1) a differ percieved between an individual's 
customary behavior and that of a groups to which he belongs 
1 /I 
and/or an important reference group. To wha,t IIowaxd/Liheth 
refer as the social input capable of changing or moulding 
individual behaviour, (2) The purcliar:e is socially 
"visible" and (5) There is disag-reement among family members 
aboiit requirements and/or the relative de£;irability of 
alternatives. 
In all the above ^.oscibilities the group has been the 
common factor. The study of the importance of the groups in 
general and reference group specifically in e:ctending decision-
14 George i^ atona, Psychological Analysis of Economic 
Behavior (Hew York licG-raw Hill, 1951) p.SO 
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process as nouldinr; consuuer behavior is "uhe objective of 
this study. 
Although the impact of the grou.p has long been 
recognised, confidence in the ability of the group to 
explain consiimer attitudes and behavior has been shuiien 
by the reporting of contradictory evidence, i-'or instance, 
members of a particular group nay have sinilar preferences 
for automobilies but not for clothing, 2his deviance 
froin group conformity has given forward to the reference 
group concept. Confidence in the basic force, however, 
has been renewed by the development of reference group 
theory. Reference group theory developed as a result of 
the recognition that, not all groups to which an individual 
belongs exert the same influence or hold the same relevance 
for him. In fact some groups of which the person is not 
even a member may be of considerable influence. A particu-
larly appealing dimension of reference group theory is the 
fact that it incorporates both membership and non-membership 
groups. Consumers may select as a reference group a non-
membership group to which they aspire to belong and begin 
to conform to per(?'r|pved norms. Before understanding how 
these reference groups alter human behavior we must under-
stand what reference groups actually are. 
A reference group nay be defined as any interacting 
aggregation of people that influence an individuals attitudes 
or behavior. The use of the term group nay be nisleading 
because any individvial (such as a poluiar recording star, 
22 
film personality, or social lea.der) nay perforn the same 
function as a group. Reference groups function in three 
ways of major interest to cons-umer analysts. 
First reference groups serve important inputs to an 
individuals learning of his attitudes and awareness of 
alternative "behaviors and life styles. Descril^ ed as adult 
and childhood socialisation. (The awareness and learning 
of behavior alternatives is accomplished efficiently through 
the influence of reference groups. A company laanual explains 
to the new employer, for example, when Coffee breaks are to 
be taken as vrell as where and how, but only fellow employees 
will tell him how much actual time he can spend on the 
coffee breaks and the nature of his employer. The sociali-
zation function of group is an important basis for under-
standing the nature of attitude formation and change, The 
classic study illustrating the role of reference groups in 
the formation and change of attitudes is the Bennington 
utudy by Hew Comb in which he measured the attitude change 
toward political ideologies by females as they attended 
college and assimilated the attitudes of their fellow 
students. In this study Kew Comb concluded, "Attitudes 
are not acquired in a social vacuum. Their acquisition 
is a function of relating oneself to some group or groups 
1 fi 
either positively or negatively". 
15 Herbert Hyman "Reflections as Reference Groups", 
Public opinion Quart, Vol:24 (1960). 
16 Theodore U, llew Comb "Attitude development as a f^ inc-
tion of Reference Groups", "The Beunington Study" in 
Heanor E I'laccoby, Theodore il. Hew Comb and Engene 
L. Hal Hey, (eds; Readingsin Social PsychologyXilew 
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1958). 
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In contemporEiry societies, individuals are constantly 
moving between schools ,communities and jobs. The process 
oi socialization and acculturation permits an individual 
to knov what behavior is likely to result in stability 
both for the individual and the group. The process of 
socialization has been described by Schein as "trie process 
by which a new member learns vaJ-Vies of the system, the 
norms, and the require behavior patterns of the society, 
17 
organisations, or group vhich ae is enterin.;. 
Tne degree and type of influence exerted oy a 
reference group upon an individuals evaluation criteria 
are difficult to predict, and research on this topic irj 
limited. The subgect is further complicated by the fact 
that consvimers are me./oers of manj'- groups and vill difi^eren-
tially accept influences of each group. \iilenc>y and 
Ladinsky found in stxidies of Professors, Lav-'ers, in^ jineers 
for example, that there is conflict betvreen an individuals 
aSGim'ilation of influence by his occupational groiip and hi;.; 
religiovis group, especialJy for minority religious men in 
ma^ jority settings. 
A review of numerous studies (especially conceming 
poor people) reveals that individuals of minority groups 
17 Edgar li.bchein "Organization socialization and the 
Profession of i-Ianagement", in i>avid A.Lola, Irwin n. 
Rubin and James I'l.uclntyre (eds) Organizational 
Ps5rchology. 
18 H.V^ilensky, R.ladinsky, "Influence of Pwogerence U-rouiD 
on Professionals". Harvard Buis. iiev. Vol. 11 
(Jan., 66) pp. 56-61, 
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generally assimilate the values of laaioritj group 
if they are to produce success in dealing with aajority 
groups. These same studies reveal that minority indivi-
duals who achieve influence among majority groups do so 
at the expense of losing influence among their own 
minority group. 
Second, reference groups serve the society as 
conformity enforcing devices. The functions of reference 
groups are sometimes termed "normative" in that they cause 
people to hehave in similar patterns as well as evaluative 
in providing a reference point by an individual of his own 
behavior, -^ The normative function of reference groups 
is of great importance to marketing strategists because 
it is a determinant of whether or not a product will be 
accepted by large enough g-roups to make it successful. 
Group pressures cause an individual to conforia to group 
norms, (This does not prevent the existence of groat 
heterogeneity within the total society because diverse 
groups with disparate behavioral norms simultaneously 
exist in a society). The amount of conformity exhibited by 
an individual is a function of several variables. It 
increases as number of person agreeing increased. The 
more stable and cohesive a group is, the more likely it is 
to exercise conformity power on deviant members. 
19 Harold 11, llelly, "Two fiHictions of lieference G-roupc", 
in G,E, Swanson, T,ii. ilew Comb,and E.L, Iiartley(edG), 
Headings in Social Psychology, rev, ed., (ilew York: 
Holt, Ilinehart and Winston, 1952). 
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On the other hand, when few definite or rigid standards 
can be used to evaluate the norms of the group, non-
fonformity is likely to increase. Cohesiveness appears 
to have its most important function in providing an agree-
able enviorment in which informal leaders can effectively 
operate, Hore importantly, that greater the brand loyalty 
exhibited by the group leader the more likely the other 
members are to prefer the sejae brand and more likelj'- to 
become brand loyal. 
Third, reference groups are important in evaluating 
an individuals self-concept. Sociology and psychology are 
blended together with a concept called the self. Sometimes 
psychology appears to be the study of completely autono-
mous individuals or the distinctive characertistics of each 
human. Sociology, conversely is sometimes thought to view 
human behavior only in terms of automatons absolutely mould-
ed by the society. ITeither view is correct, of course, and the 
concept of the self provides a bridge between the disciplines. 
A group of theorists in sociology and social psychology 
who emphasize the inner aspects of behavior in a social 
context knovna as "social interactionists" built upon the 
21 
original contributions of Cooley and I'iead, According to 
Hewitt the 'self has five components. 
The first component is an organized set of motivations. 
The second component of the self is a series of social roles 
20 James E.Staffard, "Effects of Group Influence on 
Consumer Brand Preferences". J.ilarketing Research, 
Vol. 3, {^eo. 1966). 
21 Charles.II.Cooley,"Human Ilature £c the social Order". (Kew 
Tork:Scribuer 1902), George Herbert .lead, ".ind Self, & 
Society Chicago University Press (1954). 
2G 
to which the person is comuitted along with a knowledge of 
how to play them. Social roles are clusters of norms 
that are related to particular positions that a person 
occupies...Ihe third component of the self is a more 
general set of comraitments to social means and norms...The 
fourth component of the self is a set of cognitive abilities, 
inducting t)ie ability to create and understand symbols, which 
guide resDonse to the intended meanings of others in social 
interaction and provide a 'map' of the -Dhysioal and social 
setting in which the -person finds himself.. .The fifth and 
final comnonent of the self is a set of ideas about one's 
qualities, caioabilities, commitments, and motives-a self-
image- that is developed by the individual in the course of 
22 his socialization. 
We know that reference group influences provide an 
environment for attitude formation, for determination of 
individual deviation from norms, and for development and 
evaluation of the self concept. Though marketing research 
has established the presence of reference grouj^ s influences 
in many types of products but to date has given limited 
emperical insight into the degree of reference group 
influences and exat nature of the way in which it affects. 
These and similar other problems hinder reference g-roup 
study fully, tihat little study that has been done has not 
taken place under the environment and marketing conditions 
22 John P.Hewitt, "Social Stratification and Deviant 
Behaviour (Kew York:Randan House). 
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of this coimtryp keeping this in mind this study has "been 
if 
undertaken to provide sorae knowledge and insight of where, 
how and to what extent reference groups influence decisions, 
The ohject therefore has been to provide a general expla-
nation of reference group influence. 
28 
CHAPTER - II 
",.... .i'aced with colliding value systeas, confronted with 
a blinding array of new consumer £'oods, services, educational, 
occupational and recreational options, the people are ariveu 
to laake choices in a new way. They begin t.; change life 
styles the way people of an earlier less chokea time 
changed products" 
Julian xiuxley 
ijix-imibiona xiiliUa^LD 
1 , btatement of the problera» 
Objectives of the study. 
2. Objectives of my study. 
Identification of reference groups. 
Extent of reference group influence conmunication. 
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^ i M I S S I O N S A N A L Y ^ B I J 
A question usually asked is : where should one 
beging in the effort to understand why people do the thxngs 
they'd© and make the choices they make ? illthough a 
variety of answers are available to tha.t question, one 
logical oegming is with cultural or group influences that 
shape and ini'luence a person into what is thought of as 
"human" behavior. Some of these influences become operative 
with the first "cooing" and smiling of the human group that 
surro'onds a new born baby. The influences continue through-
out a lifetime and include such direct participation of 
others in consumer processes as when a friend expresses his 
approval of a purchase or even accompanies the buyer to the 
store to offer opinions concerning the choice. 
The majority of consumer research has utiliiied, 
explicity or implicitly, hypothetical constructs, theories, 
and what iiicosia has called "reduced form models". Examples 
include motivation, perception, learning, persondity, 
attitudes and attitude change, social class, reference groups, 
dissonance, and risk taking. These constructs have been 
employed in a variety of ways in an attempt to explain and/or 
predict some aspect of consumer behavior. In most of the 
cases investigators usually take a general, broad coverage. 
Personality inventory, for example, and a list of brands, 
product, or product categories, were taken a.nd a atteapt to 
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correlate subject's responses on the inventory with state-
ments of product use or preferences. Careful examination 
reveals that, in most cases, the investigators have operated 
without the benefit of theory and with no a priori 
thought directed to how, or especially v:hy , personality 
should or should not be related to that aspect of consumer 
behavior being studied. Statistical techniques, visually 
simple correlation or variants thereof, are applied and 
ansrthing that t\Aras up looking half-way interesting 
furnishes the basis for the discussion section. 
Therefore any study must be based on the premedi-
tation of how and why the study has been undertaken. This 
requires the statement of the problem and the aim of the 
study. In this chapter I have stated the objectives and 
formed hypothesis which are to be tested. 
Ob.iectives of the Study 
1. Reference groups relevance :- Whether and to what 
extent is it operating. 
2. Reference group identification. 
5. Reference group identifico-tion and effective 
c om;:i\inicat ion. 
Social behaviour is conditionea in childhood by the 
family, and its influ.ence is deep and long lasting. Peer 
groups, those we see, talk to ana do things vrith every day, 
1 
mould benavior as much as, if not more than, the fj^ dily. 
1 Eva riueller, "The Sample Survey" in Consumer Behavior 
Vol.1, The Dynamics of Consumer Reaction, Lincoln II. 
Clark, ed (New York: ilew York Univ. Press, 1954). 
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However if these were the only sources of social inl'luence, 
it is doubtful if the concept of reference groups would 
ever have developed. It is because people take cues for 
their behavior from and emulate groups and individuals who 
are not in their immediate environment that reference group 
analysis has developed in the manner it has. 
The reality of reference-group influence on consumption 
decisions has been fully demonstrated in an experiment involv-
ing the purchasing of bread. Stafford in a carefully 
designed experiment introduced various "brands" of bread to 
2 groups of house wives. The "brands" of bread vere 
identical and had plain wrappers with no symbols except the 
identifying consona.nts chosen from the middle of the 
alphabet. The subjects in the experiment were randomly 
selected from pre-existing reference groups and were unaware 
that the breads were identical or that the experiment was 
studying interpersonal influences. The result of the study 
indicated that preferences were formed for each "brand" 
(letter of alphabet) which could be attributed to the 
influence of the group upon individual choice. ?rom this 
study, Stai'ford concluded that informal groups have a 
definite influence on their members toward conformity be-
havior with re.jpect to brand of bread preferred. 
In a another experimental study, Venkatesan also 
demonstrated the influence of group pressures on consumption 
2 James ii.Staffard, "Effects of Group Influence on 
Consumer Brana References", J.marketing llesea.rch 
Vo-L. 3, pp. 68-73 (:Feb. 1966). 
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decisions. Venkatesan presented business students with 
three suits (A, 3, G) of identical st^ l^e, Color and size 
and asked them to choose the best suit. Control groups 
in which the choices of other members were unknovm; were 
compared to conformity .ay ouus; in which a naive subject was 
grouped with coni'edera,tes who \inanimously chose the sane 
suit. In the absence of any group ini'luencec, each suit 
was equally likely to be selected, but in conforinity 
conditions, individuals significantly yielded to the group 
conformity, choosing the majority preferences. 
IiJiowing that reference groups influence is present 
does not solve the problem, we must identify each module 
and segment which has even the slightest infliience and 
comiuunicate with that segment. Total utilization of this 
concept is only possible when all the possibilities are 
known. But that is no small problem by any means, an 
American marketing expert Kenneth Schwartz wrote that, 
"i^ 'rom a single homogenous unit, the mass market has exploded 
into series of segmented, fragmented markets, each vrith its 
own needs,tastes and a way of life". The result is an 
astonishing change in actual out-pouring of goods offered 
to the consumers. 
Philip Morris for example, sold a single naior brand 
of cigarettes for twenty one years.Since 1954 by contrast, 
it has introduced six new bra,nds and so many options with 
3 i-i.Venkatesan, "Experimental btudy of Consumer 
Behavior Conformity and Independance", <j .iiarketing 
Research Vol.3, pp. 384-387 (kov. I96O). 
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aspect to size, filter and menthol, that the smoker has a 
choice among sixteen different variations. 
•Two economic factors encourage this trend: first, 
consumers have more money to lavish on their specialized 
wants, as technology "becomes more sophisticated, the cost 
of introducing variations declines, Uniiormity has given 
way to diversity and according to i-isLrshall ilcLuhsm, "The 
material goods of the future will he many things, but they 
will not he standa-rdized", v;e are in fact racing towards 
"over-choice", the point at whicn the advantages of diversity 
and individualizations are cancelled "by the complexity of the 
"buyer's decision niaking process, and in this compj.eiiity lies 
the deviation in choice, a variety of cnoxce leade to variety 
of points the individual refers to and soue of tnese points 
being so minute and unpretentious that their identification 
and comiiiunication becomes almost impossible. 
The communication process has itself a future influence 
on reference groups. Venkatesan fomid it is a determinant 
of the amount of reference-group influences, his findings 
were that when strong conformity pressure was used to 
induce subjects to respond with the same choice as the g-roup, 
a reactance condition sets in. People resisted attempts 
to reduce independant choice. Lewin founa that attitude 
strongly influenced by reference groups co\fId be raost 
effectively changed 'oy gxoup discussion rather than strcng 
5 
communications from salesma,n or mass a^edia. An experimental 
iif • . . . . 1 — — ' — — — ^ — 
4 ii.Venkatesan, op, c i t ^ , 
5 Kurt Lewin, "Group Decision and t o c i a l Change" in 
Eleanor E.iiaccoby, Theodore ii.iiew Comb, and Euqene 
L .Har t l ey(eds) , Readings in Social Psychology, 5rd ed 
(New York:Holf, Rine Lart and V/inston, 1958). 
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study by Cook attempted to test several related hypothesis 
concerning reference groups and com.-:unication with lack of 
any striking results. Gook did find that groups with 
similar social characteristics produced more attitude change 
than heterogenous groups, as underlying theory coiild 
predict. 
An assessment of the raarketing literature concerning 
reference groups leads to the conclusion that the potential 
is as yet not achieved, xhe concept of reference group is 
of obvious theoretical significance in understo/nding human 
behavior. Attempts to apply it to marketing problems on 
other than a theoretical or descriptive basis have been 
unproductive. These limitations have given us a inoight 
into practical analysis and I have therefore concisea the 
objectives so as to give them more prL:,ctical s.iaping and 
achieve eome useful results. 
OBOEGTIYES OF x-ff bTUDY 
1 . 20 lifVBbTI&ATE a?HS PRLbZhC^ Oi' HL^KHEIJCE GilOUP 
Iin:^ LIffilTGE OPBIUTIHG Oh A iJ'Eii ^.luIMClUBI) PRGDUGTb 
Axil) a}irEia BRAiiDi^ . 
bince the conspicuousness of a product ±c, -.erhaps 
the most importo,nt general attribute which is susceptible 
to reference group influence, I proposed to test the 
iollowing hypothesis: 
6 Victor J. Gook, "Group Discussion, .^ocial Comparison, 
and Persuasion in Changing Attitudes", cJ .Advertising 
Research, Vol. 2 (liar 1967). 
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iHE SUSCEPTIBILITY TO ERi:.mi.iiCS ifiiOUP liii'LUElIGii. 
2 . TO jjETKElilLEE THE EXTENT oF HlEi::i,itEHGi^ txxtOUP 
li^FLUEITGE OM A PEW SELEGTED IIluEUGTb wITiI li^tiAiiiJ 
TO: 
a ) PRODUCT CHOICE 
b) BRAlii^ CHOICE 
c) BOTH 
3 . TO IDElTTIxT WHICH HIKDii OP SREi'ERHliCE UHOU.w AHE 
LIKELY TO BE iaEi!'EHliED TO IH i-i^ UilHG PRODUCT CHOICE 
ALil) 3RAHE CHOICE IffiCIblOi;^; UliDEit LIPi'BEi.T CIHCU.JS-
TAIICE;;^  Ml) i-lEASUiLlH(i THE E^^TEHT OP EACH. 
4 . TO OUGGEbT A SII-IPLE HARHETIHG iiTRATHGY liODEL BA,.ED 
Oi^  PREij'EREli'CE GROUP lEELUEilCE AlTD OTHER lilELUEHCES 
OPERATING ON PRODUCT CHOICE AND BRAilD CHOICE 
DBCISIOHS. 
The a n a l y s i s of e a c h o b j e c t i v e r e q u i r e s t h e p r o j e c t i o n 
oi' t h e d i m e n s i o n s which nrust be u s e d . I h a v e t r i e d t o a t 
t h e o u t s e t of t h e a n a l y s i s of e a c h p r o b l e m r e v i e w e d t h e 
d i m e n s i o n s wh ich w i l l be a n a l y s e d . 
THE PIR;:>T OBJECTIVE : l b THE STUDY OE POLLOWIHG 
HYPOTHESIS : THE DEGREE OF PilODUCT COi;SPICuOUSl^i;SS DETBRi^ HiffiS 
THE SUSGEPTABILITY TO REPEREITGE GROUP IHFLUELGE. 
3 ,^ o 
The above hypothesis has been proved in Bournes 
research findings, however doubts have been raised to its 
general acceptability. Studies of beer, deodrajit ,after 
shave lotion and cigarettes show considerable variation 
in susceptibility to group influence among product 
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categories. V/itt concludes that there is need for additional 
research that might yield a product tesonomy of susceptibi-
lity of purchase decision to reference influence. 
Since the experiments have been tested in the western 
hemisphere we will try to test the hypothesis in Indian 
conditions by basing it on actual eraprical experiiuental 
evidence. 
This requires the me:;sureinent of the following 
dimensions. 
I, The degree of product conspicuousness. 
II. The degree of refe]?hce group influence. The meacure 
of correlation between the above two CI and II) will, 
measure the validity of the hj^pothesis. Tiie validity 
will increase increasingly with the degree of co-
relation. 
The degree of product conspicuousness of different 
product, was determined by considering the following factors. 
7. Prancis S, Bourne, x''oundation for Research on Human 
Behavior "Group Influence in i-Iarketing and ±niblic 
xielations", (Ann Arbor, ilich: The Po-undation, 1956). 
8. Robert E. Witt "Informal Social Group Influence on 
Consumer Brand Choice", J. Ilarketing Research, Vol.6, 
pp. 473-476 (Nov. 1969). 
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1) Relative proportion of nonpossessors to possesFJors for 
a given product, (degree of conspicuousness tends to 
decrease as nuaber of possessors increase. 
2) The place in home where the item is kept (tendency to 
keep in drawing rooms will reflect that the products 
are conspicuous). 
5) The order in which a show off mentions his purchases 
to satisfy his ego, will also give us some insight 
in to the problem. 
THE SECOND OBJECTIVE : TO UETBRl-IIIffi THE EXTENT 
OF R^PESENGE GROUP IKPLJ^HGE OE A EEv, SELBCTE ELODUGTS 
\.ITH REGARDS TO. 
1) PRODUCT CHOICE 
2) BRAilD CHOICE 
5) BOTH 
Careful analysis of the above objectives will help 
us to determine for which product or what brand choicesare 
reference group influences strong moderate, weak or absent. 
The following classification has been adopted on an arbitrary 
basis due to the lack of any comprehensive standard classi-
fication in emperical terms. 
Reference group influence for, 
(i) Product-i:Jtrong, Brand-Strong. 
(ii) Product-Moderate, Brand-Strong. 
(iii) Product-weak, Brand-Strong. 
(iv) Product-Strong, Brand-iloderate 
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(v) Product-Moderate, Brcmd-Uoderate. 
(vi) Product-Weak, Brand-Hoderate, 
(vii) Product-Strong, Brand-weak, 
(viii) Product-I-ioderate, Brand-Vieak. 
(ix) Product-Weak, Brand-\veak. 
A diagramatic representation for the above classi-
lication has also been given, by using the following values, 
see figure 2.1. 
0-50?« Weak influence. 
30^ »-50?» iioderate influence. 
50/» - and above strong influence *• 
Though the basic ideas behind the diagram is similar 
to that given by Bourne in his research findings. 
But in context of the second objective we have to 
determine empirically the values of reference group influence 
on product choice and on brand choice decisions. \ie know 
that product choices and brand choices are aue to the sum 
total of. 
Reference group influence + other influences. 
Product choice = R.G-.I. + other influences. 
Brand choice = R.G-.I. + other influences. 
If 
A = Average influence of reference group factors 
operating on product choice. 
B = Average influence of reference group factors 
operating on brand choice. 
J:'±P:. 2.1 
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100% 
50% 
30% 
)0 
Product 
Weak 
(VII) 
Brand 
Strong 
Product 
Weak 
(VIII) 
Brand 
Moderate 
Product 
Weak 
(IX) 
Brand 
Weak 
Product 
Moderate 
(IV) 
Brand 
Strong 
Product 
Moderate 
(V) 
Brand 
Moderate 
Product 
Moderate 
(VI) 
Brand 
Weak 
Product 
Strong 
(I) 
Brand 
Strong 
Product 
Strong 
(II) 
Brand 
Moderate 
Product 
Strong 
(III) 
Brand 
Weak 
Brand, 
Product, 
30% Siy/o 100% 
Figure No: 2,1 
A Diagraroatic Classification of Group 
Influences for Product Choice and Brand 
Choice. 
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C = Average influence of other factors operating on 
product choice sind 
D = Average influence of other factors opera.ting on 
Brand choice. 
then, 
(i) Relative value of refereence Q:COUT> influence on 
Product choice in percentage, 
(ii) Relative value of other influence operatin,^ ' on 
Product hoice in percentage, 
= _C_ X 100 
A+G 
(iii) Relative value of reference group influence 
operating on Brand choice decisions in percentage, 
= 3^5 X 100 
Civ) Relative value of other influences operating 
upon Brand choice decisions in percentage, 
^B-Tl)^ 100 
Ai'ter determining the empirical values of (i) to (iv) 
above and plotting them graphically in two dimensional 
diagrams we can determine the relative position of 
Television, Scooter and Refrigerator indicating the e:;ctent 
of Reference group Inlluence and other influence operating 
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on Brand choice and Product choice decisions. 
To determine empirically the value of (i) and (ii) 
Question Ho. 1 has "been asked and to determine empirically 
the value of (iii) and (iv) Question No. 9 has been asked, 
A conceptual diagram of Reference group influence and 
other influence operating on brand choice and product choice 
has been given. See figure 2.2. 
'JalRD QBciEGTIVl!) : TIIE THIilD OBoliCi'IVS Ci*' ^ mi. i^Wvi IS : 
IDEITSIPIIilOf V,lIICiI xJ.\:iDij OF B^^'MLuG^ GMiU..Pb JJIB LL.BLY '20 ^ 
REjj'irERED TO lil i-^ilvIiJu PRODUGT CHOICE Aii'JJ i3ili^,i. JxiUlCii DE.Iblu..; 
uLlUBR DIPj:-ERSilT OIRCuiibTiu.GES iUTD .lEASuaii.G THE EXTi^ KT oF SAC„ 
A reference groups is any interacting aggregation oi' 
people that influences an individuals attitudes or behavior. 
The use of the tern group nay be misleading because another 
individual (such as polular recording star, film personality, 
social leader or sports star) may perform the saiie function 
as a group. 
However it has been accepted to consider reiej?ence 
inflicences in groups (two or more interacting individuals). 
The unique aspect is that the group iiifluences the self 
conception, attitudes or behavior of an individual by serving 
as reference point for that individual. 
As will be clear from the follovring examples inter 
pergonal communications can be very influential in purchasing 
decisions. 
Jbig. 2.2 
REFERENCE GROUP INFLUENCES AND OTHER INFLUENCES OPERATING 
ON PRODUCT CHOICE AND BRAND CHOICE. 42 
R.G.Influence 
on 
Product Choice 
It is a symbol of 
social status. 
It is an item of 
IvDcury. 
Others of equal stand-
have got it. 
People tend to copy 
those already havingit 
Modern Indian homes 
will look incomplete 
without it. 
People feel happy if 
they possess one while 
others do not. 
Brand Choice 
Better appearances. 
Recommendation of 
others• 
One feels proud in 
having the above brand 
Prestigious brands. 
Reputation of mgf. 
Many others go in for 
the same brand. 
Many of your circle 
have the same brand. 
Heavy advertisement, 
9,Other's (being specif-
ic to the product) 
8 
t'roduct 
choice 
decisions 
Other Influences 
on 
Product Choice 
'It is an item of nece-
ssity, 
•Other influences 
specific to the nature 
of the particular 
product. 
Brand Choice 
Technological superi-
ority. 
Extra concession. 
Lower prices. 
Ready availability. 
Better sales service, 
or 
Better after sales 
service. 
6,Cheaper to run and to 
maintain, 
7, Good resale value. 
*NOte:These influence.? 
were obtained with the 
help of afew depth 
interviews and the 
study of other resear-
ch works. 
-jr 
Figure No;2,2 
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(1) Almost 50 percent of male and female students of a 
college at a state University discussed with their friends 
9 
clothing brands, styles, retail outlets, and prices. 
(2) A study of the diffusion of a new food product in a 
married students apartment complex revealed that exposure 
to favourable vord of mouth was found to increase the 
probability of purchase, while expps\ire to unfavourable 
10 
comments decreased the probability. 
(5) A large-sale study of house wives revealed that 
nearly two thirds of those interviewed told someone else 
about new products they has purchased or tried, 
i-iany forms of reference groups exist and there are a 
number of classifications Khich deal with them, and each" 
has tried to cover all the possible groups. Hoiiians has 
1 2 divided it into Primary and Secondary groups, according to 
him irtimary groups are aggregates of individuals small enough 
and intimate enough that all the members can communicate with 
each other face to face. Secondary groups are social 
organizations such as professional associations, religious 
9 John R.Kerr and Bruu Uealer, "Collegiate Clothing 
Purchasing Patterns and Pashion Adoption Behavior", 
Southern J. Business, Vol.5 (July 1970). 
10 tiohan Arndt, "Role of Product Related conversations 
in the Diffusion of a Product, "J.i'Iarketing 
Research, Vol.4 (Aug I967). 
t1 Charles W. King and Jolin O.Svunmers, "Sechnology, 
Innovations suad consumer Decision iiaking", Reed 
iloyer (ed), (Chicago:Amer iiarketing Assoc, I967) 
pp. 63-68. 
12 George Homans, The Human Group (loncton:Routledge, 
1961), p.1. 
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organizations, trade unions, and similar other groups 
which may include within them numerous sets oi primary 
groups. 
But Tamotsu Shibutani has described tliree kinds of 
1 3 
reference groups, "^  (1) groups which afford comparison 
points in making self appraisals or judgements; (2) groups 
whose frame of reference is adopted for conduct; and 
(3) groups to which one aspires, and according to Tiirner 
the following classification describes reference groups. 
(1) Identification groups: sources of values and major 
prespectives, (2) Interaction groups these are netitral, 
the individual merely takes them into account to accomplish 
his purposes, and (3) Valuation groups in between the above 
two, the individual compares himself with this type of 
group and takes account of it, 
i-'uch terms as formed groups, aspirational groups, 
membership groups, may also be used but the implications 
are the same. In all definitions of a group is implied the 
existence of functional interdependence rather than a mere 
statistical summation of individuals. 
A particularly appealing dimension of reference group 
theory is the fact that it incorporates both membership and 
non-membership. Consumer may select a rei'erence group a non-
membership group to which they aspire to belonr; ana begin 
to conform to perceived norms. 
13 Tamotsu Shibutani; "Reference u-roups Psychology", 
tl .iiarketing Revievj, ^ (Hov, 1962). 
The problem of selecting the type of classification 
we should use for forming our reference £p?oups arises. To 
provide a solution the following groups were created. 
a) 
b) 
c) 
d) 
e) 
f) 
S) 
h) 
Colleagues. 
Neighbors, 
Priends. 
Family. 
Relations. 
Upper Glass people 
Society and 
Others. 
1o measure the extent of inf2.uence exerted 6n 
different groups, the respondents were required to rani: 
influence of each group or product choice and brand cnoice. 
Product Choice Decisions : To measure the extent 
of influence exerted by different reference g-roups on the 
product cnoice decisions the following two dimensions were 
donsidered. 
i) TO V-IIAT EXTEITT C'.lTIiTG OP TIIE HIODUCTS BY DIFPElEiTT 
REPBREiTCE GROUPS HAD AIT inPLUEi^ CE OH TIB RSbPui,DEljT;i 
DEGISIOIT TO PURCHASE THE PROLUCT. 
ii) TO ¥HAT EXTEiTT DIPPEREi^ T REPERExIGE GROUPS Il^ ITIATiiD, 
REOOilElTDSD OR OTHERWISE INPLuEHGLD REL^ POl^ DEilTS 
DSCISIOi; TO PmtCxiAoE THA -;AODUCT. 
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aiid to ajaalyse "both these dimensions Question Ho:6 
Part (i) and (ii) were asked. 
Brand Ohoice Pecioions : To measure the extent of 
the influence exerted by different reference groups on 
brand choice decisions the following two dimensions were 
considered, 
i) TO WHAT EXTLiiT DIP-:EilEyT REPi:IlEiICL GilOUPS lUIu^IATEL, 
REGOMi-iiHDBD OR OTHERWI..E lilFLUEilGED EEUPOlILEIISb 
DECISION TO PURCHAbE THE PATLTICUIAR BRAliD ACQUIRED. 
ii) TO WHAT BXTSL'T OVmiilG OP TUB BRAITD BY DiPiERENT 
REPEREHCS GROUPS HAD Ail lUPLUEHCE OH SEbPOHDEHTS 
DECISIOH TO PURCHASE THE SIICLLAR BRAHD. 
and to analyse both these dimensions Question Ho:11 
and Question No:12 were asked. 
2) To identify the extent of reference group influence 
on consumers belonging to aifferent income groups. 
People vjlth money to spend make ma.rkets and in most 
cases money income is the most significant factor 
influence what and how much a consumer buys. As consumers 
move up from one income group to the next, th^represent 
substantially increased market for goods and services. 
However they do not automatically take on the same desires 
and standard of living of the income group into which 
47 
they have moved. Habit and inertia tend to prepuate an 
easier way of life. The amo'ont of disposable incorae has a 
great impact on the degree of influence exerted by 
different reference groups. As disposable incoiiie rises 
the effect of some groups may increase while the effect of 
others may decrease. 
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GKAPTER - III 
"Research is no guarentee of success: it is an 
insurance v^ remium against the risk of seriov^ s failure". 
1 , sample Design 
2. wample bize 
3 . Respondent c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s . 
4 . Product Se lec t ion . 
5. i-iethod of comnunication. 
6. i i imi ta t ions . 
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R E S E A R C H i J l i i l i l 
In the present study we want to probe deeply into 
the concious and subconcious motives of the respondents 
(consumer). It is obvious that the consumer must have some 
knowledge of the class of alternatives before specifying 
those dimensions which are iraportant in his decision making. 
V/hat is more important is the fact that the sub-concious 
ma.nifests itself into the personality - those character-
istics that determine general behavior, especialy those which 
make the individual unique in comparison vith others. 
Personality is generally viewed as encomposing two related 
variables-motives and response traits. A motive is " a state 
of the organism in which bodily energy is mobilisea and 
directed in a selected fashion towards state of affairs, 
often though not necessarily in the external environment, 
cal3ied goals". A response trait, on the other hand,is a 
characteristic mode of reading and behaving; some examples 
2 
are dominance, social poise, and dependence. These patterns 
of values goals, and behavior interact and are manifested 
in a variety of ways in behavior. It is important to know 
the variety of ways in which it can be evinced but what is 
of greater importance isthe criteria by which the subconcious 
1 'f.H.ilew Comb, R.H.Turner and P.ii.Converse, (Social 
Psychology) IJew York : Holt, Hinehart and \.inston, 
1965, pp.22. 
2 D.Krech, R.S.Grutchfield and E.L.Ballachey; "Indivi-
duals in Society", (New York : .laCgraw Hill; 1962) 
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is affected or the reference points that the subconcious 
uses. Because of the growing recognition of the necessity 
3 
of understanding these criteria that the consumer uses. 
To realise this information the researcher must deal with 
and acquire the information from the consumers themselves. 
The analysis, measurement and collection of data requires 
selection of the sgimple and the comiaimication aethod to be 
used. The initial step is desi{-;ning the sample. 
Sflnnole DesiiS:n : 
¥e must determine the type and size of the sample 
that will yield the desired information within allowable 
limits of error and at a minumum cost. Obviously it wovild 
not be feasible to interview each and ever3^  consv.. er. The 
cost and time required for such an undertaliing would be 
prohibitive. However, by studying a relatively small cross 
section we can estimate characteristics of tiie entire maxket 
with reasonable accuracy. This process of selecting a 
representative cross section is called sampling, and its 
wide spread use in consumer research is based on the fact 
that information obtained from a carefully selected sample 
closely resembles the information that would be obtained if 
all the consumers were questioned. Sample surveys do not 
yield exat measurements, they do yield approximations of 
what is true in an entire population; and when the laws 
of chance are given free play in selecting members, we can 
3 Eva Mueller, "A study of Purchase Decision, Part 2 
The sample biirvey" in L.H.Olark (ed) Consumer Behavior 
Vol. 1 : The Dynamics of Consumer pLeaction. (Hew York: 
Hew York University Press I965). 
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measure the range of error arising from the sample operation. 
In effect we are able to predict the probability; or what 
the chances are, that sampling estimates approximate true 
condition in the total population from which the sample 
was drawn. 
Doubt might be raised as to how such a small 
fraction of people can be counted upon to represent accu-
rately the wants and desires of so many other people when we 
know that each person is different from another. Yte can 
count upon a relatively small fraction because we can make 
two valid assumptions about large number of people. The 
first assumption is that sufficient similarity exists among 
large numbers of people to permit us to accurately predict 
behavior of any individual. The second assumption is that 
errors tenu to balance out vrhen a large enough nmaber of 
people are included in the sample some sample members err 
in one direction and are balanced by other sajaple members vrho 
err in the opposite direction. 
Deciding the size of the sample also involves 
selecting the sex of the respondent. In a family we must 
decide whether husbands v/ill be interviewea or the wives 
in case of families. This question whether the male or the 
female is more important has been debated often and long. 
Some seem to give the female of the species first place 
as the buyer. This position has been establishea by two 
facts; (1) The place of the woman as controller of the income 
and wealth, and (2) their influence as ijuicchasers of the 
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family, weighing the research evidence it seems that the 
responses of husbands and wives are very similar,^ Joint 
decisions are involved( in 0"ur atudy) as the products are high 
priced consumer durables, their joint decision ma,king leads 
to the extended decision-making-process behavior and a close 
interaction between the husband and wife develops and there-
fore either of them may be selected as the respondent. 
Though logic tells us othereise, males were decided 
on as the respondents mainly because of the following 
reasons, 
i'iales have a more understanding of mechanical 
products, which were decided as the items to selected for 
analysis. Convenience in access : It is easy to interview 
the males even personally while there are obvious inhibitions 
in the case of females. 
bample Size : Deciding the final size of the sample is not 
an easy task a number of other factors must be considered, 
such as . 
a) How homogeneous is the population. 
b) How much error can be tolerated. 
c) How much can be spent upon the study or hov much is tl' 
information worth and 
d) The time which can be alloted. 
The more homogeneous, the population the smaller 
the sample required. Theoretically if alJ. the members of a 
group of consumers were identical and would responct the same 
4 Robert 0. Blood, and D.M,¥olfe, "Husbands and V.ives", 
The Dynamics of iiarried Living(IJew York. Pree Eress,'6C 
p 275 Eliiiabeth J.VJolgast" Do husbands or V.ives riake >, 
purchases Decisicns" j.iikt Resiarch vol.23(0ct .1y58'' 
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way, one member of the group would be an adequate sample. 
But variations exist and variations such as, Income, 
occupation poesessors and nonpossessors make an indentation 
on the usage of data. 
To get a fair cross-section of the population these 
tliree factors we e given some depth. 
Different characteristics of the respondents, 
sample classification: 
Income irise. 
\ve divided the income into fo\ir classes. 0-1000, 
1001-200, 2001-3009,5001-4000 and above, 
Occupation wise; 
Keeping in mind the nature of the products to be 
studied, the sample was divided into four basic groups. 
Lecturers, Engineers and Doctors, Administrators, 
and Businessmen. 
t.e decided to limit the size of the sample to 75 
possessors and 75 nonpossessors for each product item. 
She next problem that has been discussed is the selection of 
the products to be analysed. 
Product Selection; 
Host studies show that the amount of reference group 
influence upon consumption is affected by the product 
category involved. The best known of the v7orks relating 
reference group influence to consumer behavior is that of 
5 
j:'rancis Bourue. i'or Bourue the recquirements that must be 
5 Pransis S.Bourue. "Group Influence in liarketing and 
Public Relations",-in some Applics-tions of Behavioral 
Research; Reusis Liker and Smavel P.Hayes dr,(eds) 
(Paris :Ul?EbG0, 1957). 
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fulfilled in order for a product to come under reference 
group influences is that it be conspicuous, and it must be 
conspicuous in two ways :(1) it mus-| be visible, and 
(2) it must be identifiable by other; it must "btand out". 
For example; a man's necktie clearly fulfills the first 
requirement - it is visible, it is seen. However in as much 
as "Every one" wears a necktie, there is nothing novel 
about it; it may or may not fulfill the second requirement of 
standing out. 
This depends upon the kind of necktie, given the 
circumistances \inder which it is worn. An in-couspicuuus, 
business type necktie, similar to those of one's colleagues, 
is one thing; a bright reel tie at a funeral is quite anotiier, 
leople do not wear red ties to f"ojaeraj.s, 'u:iat would the 
"Others" thxnk: ? nence the relationsxiip of conspicuousness 
to reference group xnfluence. Given the above conditions. 
Bourne's analysis is concerned chiefly with the question ox 
the itifluence of others in the purchase of a product or in 
the choice of a particular brand or type of product, or both. 
BoiiTue suggests four possibilities (with examples) They have 
been charted in a diagram* bee fiture 5.1 . 
Keeping in mind the two aspects given by 3o-urue, 
(1) The article must be conspicuous in most obvious sense 
that it can be seen and identified by most. 
(2) It miast stand out and be noticed; a product o-vjned by 
ever-jone is never conspicuous. 
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F i g i i r e No: 3 , 1 
REFERENCE-GROUP INFLUENCE ON PRODUCT CHOICE 
WEAK-
STRONG 
Clothing 
Furniture 
Magazines 
Refrigerator 
(^ ype) 
Toilet Soap 
STRONG 
Cars 
Cigarettes 
BEER (prem.vs.reg) 
Drugs 
WEAK-
Soap 
Canned peaches 
Laundry soap 
Refrigerator 
(brand) 
Radio 
-K BRAND 
TYPfe 
Air Conditioners 
Instant coffee 
TV (black and white) 
PROl >UCT 
SOURCE: Foundation for Rearch on Human Behavior, Group 
Influence in Marketing and Public Relations, 
(Ann Arbor, Mich: The Foundation, 1965),p.8 
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The following three products were selected. 
1 , Television. 
2. xLef r igerat or. 
5. Scooter, 
Method of Comiaunication : 
The desired information can be co3-lected by laail, by 
personal interviews or by personally observing consumer's 
overt behavior. Time being a limitation the information 
can not be collected by mail. That would leave us the 
choice of using. Direct quectining, Depth interviewing or 
use of projective techniques. 
Direct questioning involves the use of a.predetcmined 
list of questions tha,t usually anticipate aiid aj-low for 
all the alternative answers. Every consuner interviewed 
is a£)ked the same question in the same sequence, and his 
answeiBare recorded in the same way. This procedure is 
appropriate when consumers are willing and able to provide 
the desired information and when qualitative evidence is 
necessary. 
Depth interviewing is the technique of probing beneath 
the consumers surface answers to get underlyin/; motives, 
attitudes or beliefs. Instead of vising a fixed list of 
questions, the interviewer improvises and ask leading 
questions to stimulate free discussions of the subject, 
This procedure is approrjriate for seeicing ideas or hypouliesis 
about consumer behavior that may eventually be testea 
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through experimentation. 
Projective techniques are borrowed from clinical 
psychiatry. These techniques include ward association, 
sentence completion, btory completion, thematic apperception 
tests, and others. Because it is frequently objected that 
the consumer will not verbalize the reason?, for his 
decisions in a direct interview. One proposed remedy is the 
projective approach which usually attempts to elicit a 
response in third person. An example would be, ""What product 
featuree do most people around here consider to be important 
in buying a dishwasher" ? Presiiiaably biases will be over-
come through a feeling by the respondent that he or she is 
not revealing personal opinions. She underlying premise of the 
7 
projective approach has not been verifiea e:-:per lent ally. 
So it is seldome used. 
Depth interviewing would be most appropirate of the 
above three but the problems of time consumption and cost 
involved makes it impossible and other factors like editing, 
tabulation and statistical interpretation of such date. 'Ihe 
only feasible solution is the usage of direct simple question-
ing techniques. However a few respondents were depth inter-
viewed to provide the foundation for a test quectioniiaire 
which was subsequently pretested and ultimatelj- the final 
questioniiaire was drafted. The questions were asked in a 
.6 See for example B.Dichter, "The Strategy of Desire", 
(New York : Double Day, I96O). 
7 J.F.Engel and H.G.Wales, "Spoken Versus Pictured 
Questions on Taboo Tooics," or.Advt. Research, 
Vol 2 (1362) pp.11-17^. 
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third person style rather than the first person style, 
hecaiise the first person techniques give rise to the 
rpohlems of ego and personality projection. Another 
major consideration is comi:iunication-manipulation of such 
structiiral factors as one-sided versus two sided uiessages, 
order of presentation and repetition on the questionnaire, 
A structural form of questionnair was presented. 
Limitations; 
2here are many limitation to the questionnaire lorraed 
for this type of a study. One the stiidy is not e::aaustic 
but sa explorative type and hence some questions were 
necessarily left out and other included, there are no dctiht 
various segments of Reference group whicii can not be analysed 
here, as it would be difxicult to manage so lax^e a topic. 
The second was that the answers obtained or the invertiew 
technique used increases the possibility of any of the two 
or even both of the following two conditions being present; 
a) Msunderstanding of the questions by the respondents or, 
b) i-iisunderstanding of the recponses by the invervievrer. 
Both these conditions may distort the results thouf-h 
every care has been taken to form each question and analyse, 
each answer \inbiasedly, but the same cannot be assumed on 
the part of the respondents themselves. 
Out of the total of 200 questionnaires distributed a 
142 were recovered that could be used lor our analysis. 
G-iven below is the break up of the total questionnaires 
recovered Income wise, Occupation wise and Education wise. 
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Income 
per month 
in (Es.) 
Percent-
age of 
question-
naries 
received 
I 
0-1000 
20fo 
ncome wise 
1001-2000 
52?^ . 
2001-3000 
Mfo 
5001-4000 
(and above) 
lljb 
Occupation r^ise 
Occupation 
percent-
age of 
question-
naries 
received 
Lecturers 
20^ 
Engineers 
20^^ 
Doctors 
18?i 
Administrat ors 
or 
Government 
Employees 
22^ 
Business men 
20^ i 
Education vise 
Atleast 925^  of the total people interviewed had a Bachelors 
degree out of which 485^ people were holders of a post-graduate 
degree, and 31% had completed their doctorate (including Doctors), 
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GHAPTK-l - IV 
"As we h u r t l e i n t o toiaLirrov millioiLs oi oraixiary .ueri and 
vroiaen v i l l i 'ace euot ion-pacl ied o p t i o n s so uni'ahiij-i-j.r, : o 
u n t e s t e d , t h a t pact e x p e r i e n c e s w i l l o f f e r l i t t l e c lue t o 
wisdom. In t h e i r lamilj ' ' t i e s , f r i e n d s , collea£T'-e£ as i n 
a l l o t h e r a s p e c t s of t h e i r l i v e s , i n a a t t e r s both l a r g e -.ind 
s m a l l , i n t h e most pub l i c of c o n f l i c t s and t h e most p r i v a t e 
of q u a r r e l s , t h e ba lance between r o u t i n e and ? ion - rou t ine , 
p r e d i c t a b l e and n o n - p r e a i c t a b l e , t h e known and t h e unl:nown 
w i l l be a l t e r e d . In such an envi ronment , f a s t chcai^lnQ ana 
u n f a m i l i a r , we s h a l l be fo rced as we wend our V7ay tn rough 
l i f e , t o malce our p e r s o n a l cho ices from a aive2:se a r r a y 
of o p t i o n s bo th i n o b j e c t s and p e o p l e " . 
c^herix. i iuzai 'er , and 
Garol^ai \. 
DATA aOLLE(J[l}IOK AMh AIIALiSIb 
1 . Ana lys i s r e f e r e n c e group f a c t o r s . 
2 . Ana lys i s r e f e r e n c e groups 
5 . Ana lys i s income groups 
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U A 1 ^ G O L i i l G i l O W 
A R R 
A N A L Y S I S 
One of the foremost problems of measurement is measuring 
the importance of each category or the degree of reference 
group influence for every factor. 
There are tliree possible approaches to assess and 
tabulate each factor. 
(i) LIultiple Regression Analysis. 
(ii) ConjoJit Analysis. 
(iii) Rating Scales. 
(i) Regression ajialysis is usually used when the list of 
alternatives is very long and simple rating not possible. She 
step of rating each criterion is eliminated and i:he direct 
alternative rating along each attribute is applied, thus gene-
rating an attitude score. It is then possible to compute a 
multiple regression between ratings of alternatives, The 
relative importance of contribution of each evaluative criterion 
to the rating emerges a standardized regression co-e:.j.'j.cien'>; 
(beta weight;. The beta wei{;ht specifies the percentage of 
variation in preference ratings accounted for by each. 
This approach has been used successfully by some 
authorities. In an analysis of preferences for instant break-
fast products, for example, taste vias foiind to be the criterion 
which ex-olained more variance than all other criteria 
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combined . 
(ii) Con.joint analysis : This procedure requires the 
respondent to rate each attribute one at a tiiae. The possibi-
lity of interaction effects between criteria thus is over-
looked. A mouth wash that provides b6th ta.Ete and germ 
killing power, for example, laay be rated more positively 
that it would be on either criteria considered sinijly. 
A new development in mathei^ iatical psychoiog;; caj.led conjoint 
neasurement permits measuccnent of "bunanes of oenexits" as 
well as part worth contributions of each benoxit ^:o an over 
all rating of preferences. Tne only input dai^ a required 
are rank-oraered ratings of various benefits grouping;;., 
and the computational alogrithm (usually the xoruskal nona 
2 
nova program ) transforms these ordina,! rani:ingG into an 
interval sc^e and computec values reflecting the contribut'-.ry 
3 
importance of each benefit or evaluative criterion . 
But this method has one weakneos that it aces not 
give the importance of any .'"Jingle factor. ue "nave to analyse 
the importance of each refernce group which leave;: us .^ith the 
third approach. 
(iii) Rating tScales : This is the most com .on procedure and 
in this the responaent is asked to assess the iiiportance of 
each criterion prior to evaluation of the alternatives and 
then gives it a nu.merical rating. A variation of this 
approach was used in this study. The average infl^ ience of ref, 
1 J.IT.bheth, "An Investigation of Relationship among 
Evaluative Beneficts, Affect, Behavioral intention, 
and Behavior", Unpublished paper, 
(Urbana, ILL : University of Illinois; 1970) 
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group lactors on product choice and brand-choice was measured 
by totaling the meanvalue of responses for each reference 
group factor operating on product or brand choice and div::.din£ 
it by the number of reference group factors. The mean value 
of responses for a particular factor was calciilated by 
dividing the total number of grade points of each factor by 
the nuBiber of respondents corresponding to that factor. The 
total grade points were calculated after providing grades 3,2, 
1 , and 0 to strong, iioderate, 'Weak and ilo influence respecti-
vely, and multiplying thete grades of 5,2,1 and 0 by the 
number of respondents corresponding to each grade category, 
i'or example if for a particular factor the number of respon-
dents securing grades 3,2,1 and 0 are R5, R2, R1 and RO 
respectively then, 
(i) Total grade points 
= 3xR5 + 2xa2 + IxRl 4 OxRO 
(ii) Mean value of response for a particular factor 
3xE5 + 2xR2 + 1xR= + OxRO 
R5 + R2 + Rl + RO 
1 ) Analysis Reference G-roup i^ 'actors : 
Analysis in empirical terms of the extent of reference 
group influence on , 
a) Product choice decisions and 
b) Brand choice decisions. 
2 J.B.Kruskal, "Analysis of r'acterial Experiments by 
Estimating i-ionotone trans&rmatiore of the Data" J,Royal 
otatistical society Ser.B.Vol, 27(iiar 1965). 
5 P.E.G-reen and Y.R.xiao, "GQjoint i^ e^asureuents of Quanti-
fying Judgemental Data", "d .I-Iarketing Research, Vol.8 
(1971). 
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This has been based on the answers ^iven to Q.Mo:1 
and Q.llo: 9 of the Questionnarie, see addendum A. 
PigTires 4.1 and 4.2 show the mean value of responses 
obtained for the different factors. 
Let :'A' be the average influence of reference group 
factors operating on product choice, '13' be the average 
influen.ce of reference group factors operating on brand 
choice. 'G' be the average influence of other factors operating 
on product choice and'D' be the average influence of other 
factors operating on brand choice. 
Then, 
(i) Reference group influence operating on Product-
choice decisions in percentage, 
A 
- — X 100 
A+C 
(ii) Reference g-roup influence operating on brand 
choice decisions in percentage. 
- ^ X 100 
(iii) Other influences operating on product choice 
decisions in percentage 
0 
= X 1U0 
A+G 
^ivj Other influences operating on brana choice decisio. 
in percentage, 
6o 
D 
X 100 
x3+D 
Reference group and o t h e r f a c t o r s o p e r a t i n g upon 
product and brand d e c i s i o n s . 
P roduc t s Reference Other Reference Other 
G-roup f a c t o r s Group f a c t o r s 
f a p t o r s ^ii )o 
\) Televis ion 46.15 55.85 46.08 55.92 
2) Refr igera tor 46.09 55.91 57.62 42.58 
5) bcooter 50.90 69.01 48.13 51.87 
};"'actors Inf luencing Product-choice decis ions 
Reference group f ac to r s operatin/^; on product- choice 
aean value of responses "by 
Possessors and ITon-Possess-
o r s . 
1) 
2) 
5) 
4) 
5) 
It is a simool of social 
status. 
It is an item of luxury 
Others of eq.ual standing 
have got it. 
People tend to copy those 
who already have it. 
Modern Indian homes will 
1.19 
.57 
1 .50 
1 .04 
1.15 
Refri,°:erator 
1.47 
1 .06 
1.54 
.85 
1.5i 
iicooter 
1 .20 
.94 
1 .05 
.65 
.80 
look incomplete without 
i t . 
6o 
other factors operating on product-choice 
'f .Y. Reiri,g:erator ocooter 
1) It's progrsumnes are educia- 1.76 
tive and inf orra8,t ive. 
2) It's programraes are enter- 2.00 
taining. 
5) It is an item of necessity 1.85 1.80 1,75 
4) It is economical 1.19 .87 1.50 
Py-^n-f.n-r'.c!. .Rffecting 3r:,ind choice decisions 
Reference group factors influencing brana choice 
decisions. 
liiean value of responses by 
possessors only|. 
1 ' . V . 
1) Better Physical appearances 1.^ 2 
2) Recommendation of otners 1.22 
3) One feels proud in owning 0.68 
the "brand 
4) Prestigous br<ands 1.09 
5) Reputation of manufacturers 1.48 
6) I'lany others go in for the 0.74 
same brand 
7) riany in yoior circle have 0.51 
the aame brand 
8) iieavy advertisenents 0.51 
Refrij-^^erator 
1 .61 
1 .26 
0.77 
1 .29 
2 .15 
1 .26 
0 .95 
0.45 
ucoo te r 
1 .29 
1 .54 
0.75 
0.87 
1 .62 
0.96 
1 .00 
0.21 
2.15 
0.71 
0.74 
1.29 
1 .58 
0.29 
0.89 
0.64 
0.77 
1.91 
0.29 
0.58 
1 .08 
1 .04 
0.12 
U 7 5 
1.37 
1 .21 
1.79 
1 .20 
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others 
T.V. -Refrigerator bcooter 
1. Technological superiority 2.19 
2. Extra concesaion 0.80 
3. Lower prices 0.68 
4. Ready availa"bility 1.16 
5. Better after saleo service 1.45 
6. Availability on instalments 0;55 
7. Cheaper to run and maintain 0.90 
8. G-ood re-sale value 0.48 
9. Easy to operate 0.71 
10. iietter pick-up 
1:1 . Easy availability of spares 
i'igure iTo:4.2 
iJaT-VPting- Triplications : 
The figures indicate that reference groups influenced 
45.85^ i of all pia?chasing decisions (see figure 4.12) in case 
of television, H.ef:?igerator and ijcooter. It does not 
necessarily follow that if the tota.1 2'i^ on(jT;iona,l budget, 
45.8:;3 should be spend directly or indirectly on reference 
group us3-go. Because reference group influences are largely 
dependent upon the interactions between individuals not on 
interactions between an individual and the media surrounding 
him or her. In this particular case of markeing Qiievision, 
Refrigerator or bcooter a few reference group fa,ctors can 
be fujcther promoted as they have the g-reatest effect on 
iDroduct as Brand choices. 
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Por example convincing the consiimer that the particular 
product will enhance their social status or factors such as 
reputation of manufacturers and better physical appearance 
vrhich are very important in case of brand decisions. 
2) ^alysis of Reference G-rouT)S 
The impact of reference groups may be exerted in two 
ways. One that a significant nujnber of individuals of a 
particular reference group own a particular product -and 
exert influence and other individuals by virture oi their 
ownership and second that they recommend, initiate or other-
wise influence other individuals to acquire a particular brand 
o^-par-ticular brgu^ d or product. Accordingly the following 
factors have been tabulated. Questions So,6, 11 and 12 of the 
Questionnaire had been asked to obtain the data given in figures 
N0, 4,5 to 4.6 
A, Impact of owning by reference groups on product choice 
decisions, 
: To what extent owning of a product by different 
reference groups has an impact on product choice decisions, 
B, Groups impact to initiate, recommend or otherwise 
influence product choice decisions. 
: "20 what extent a reference group initi:itec, 
rGComiiiends or otherwise influences i^ roduct choice decisionc. 
C, Impact of owning of a brana by reference grci-.ps on 
brand choice decisionc. 
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: To what extent owning of a partictilar brand by 
different reference groups has an impact on brand choice 
I), G-roups impact to initiate, recociiaend, or otherwise 
influence brand choice decisions. 
: To what extent different reference groups initiate, 
recommended or otherwise influenced the brand choice 
decisions, 
Flfi, I^[o, 4.3 Impact of owning by reference gToups on product 
choice decisions. 
Reference Groups T.V. .t^'ridge bcooter Total i-iean i-xean 
— wr~ We- fo— 
1. Colleagues : 0.75 u.84 1.04 2.61 0.87 18.16 
2. Neighbors : 1.06 1.06 0.67 2.12 0.71 14.22 
5. jj'riends : 1.27 1.00 1.25 3.52 1.17 24.42 
4. Family : 0.91 1.03 0.92 2.86 0.95 19.83 
5. Upper Glass 
society : 0.45 0.41 0.37 1.23 0.41 8.55 
6. Society(Gneral) 0.48 0.41 0.54 1.43 0.47 9.81 
7. Total (T) 4.90 4.75 4.74 14.39 4.79 100 
8. i-iean T/6 0.82 0.79 0.80 2.41 
9 . I^ean 5^  34.02 32.78 33.19 100?i 
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j ' i g . Ho; 4.4. G-roup impact t o i n i t i a t e , recoomraend or o t h e r -
wise i n f l u e n c e product choice d e c i s i o n s . 
Reference G-roups 
1 . 
2 . 
5 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
7 . 
8 . 
9 . 
0 . 
Co l l e agues : 
Neighbors : 
F r i e n d s : 
Pamily : 
Upper Glass 
kiociety : 
S o c i e t y (G-enral) 
SotaK'T) 
Mean 2 /6 
i-iean % 
P e r s o n a l urge 
1 
0.45 
0.64 
1 .00 
2 .03 
0.61 
0 .56 
5.69 
0.86 
35.10 
1.73 
2 
F r idge 
0 .53 
0.66 
0.91 
1.66 
0 .78 
0.47 
5.01 
0 .83 
33.87 
2.Ob 
3 
Scoo te r 
1 .10 
0 .48 
1 .00 
1.33 
0 .70 
0.17 
4 . 5 8 
0.76 
31 .02 
2.39 
4 
T o t a l 
CI?) 
2 .58 
1 .78 
2.91 
4 .82 
2.09 
1 
16.28 
2 .45 
100'/^ 
6 .18 
5 
ioean 
T/6 
.69 
.59 
.97 
1 .60 
.69 
.33 
5.09 
6 
tie an 
13.55 
11.59 
10.06 
31.43 
13.55 
6.48 
100>» 
P i g . Ho:4 .5 impac t ing owning by r e f e r e n c e groups on i3rand 
cnoice d e c i s i o n s . 
Reference Groups 1 2 3 4 5 ^ 
1 . 
2 . 
3. 
4 . 
0.65 
0.47 
1.07 
0.61 
0.23 
0.38 
5.36 
0.56 
0.55 
0.54 
1.00 
0.77 
0.35 
0.45 
3.69 
0.61 
1 .12 
0.62 
1.25 
0.75 
0.25 
0.54 
4 .53 
0.75 
2.32 
1 .58 
3.32 
2.13 
0.83 
1.37 
11 .58 
1 .92 
0.77 
0.52 
1.11 
0.71 
0.28 
0.46 
3.86 
19.94 
13.47 
28.?6 
18.39 
7.25 
11.91 
1005^ 
5 . 
6 . 
7 . 
8 . 
9 . 29.17 31.77 39.06 100^,. 
'Fxf^. Ho: 4.6 Group impact to initiate, reccomend or other-
wise influence Brand choice decisions. 
Reference G-roups; 
1 . 
2 . 
5 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
7 . 
8 . 
9 . 
10 . P e r s o n a l Urge 
1 
0.77 
0.57 
1.29 
1.48 
0.59 
0 .18 
4 . 6 8 
0 .78 
54.66 
1.65 
2 
0 .48 
0.72 
0.86 
1.51 
0.72 
0.51 
4 .40 
0 .75 
52.44 
1.95 
5 
0.75 
0.60 
1.22 
1.00 
0 .68 
0 .92 
4 .47 
0.74 
52 .88 
1.91 
4 
2 .00 
1.69 
5.^7 
5.97 
1.99 
0.81 
15.65 
2 .25 
100?ii 
5.47 
5 
0.66 
0 .55 
1.12 
1 .26 
0.66 
0.27 
4 . 5 
6 
14.66 
11.77 
24.88 
27.99 
14.66 
6 . 99 
100^^ 
An important conclusion emerges I'rom the preceding 
analysis that the purchase of consumer durable itei.is of the 
present study are socially conditioned (Reference group(s) 
exert an important influence) both on product-choice and 
brand choice decisions. However the relative significance 
of different groups varies for different items. Therefore 
the marketing strategy(s) of a particular product should 
emphasize the reference group(s) which is/are relatively 
significant for -:he product. 
i.e can see from the analyis of the reference group 
factors and other factors on'oroauct-choicc ana br.-tnd-choice 
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decisions, that the greatest effect of reference group 
factor is on brand choice decisions in case of Refrigerator 
67.62'/o Vf'hile the lowest is on product choice decisions in 
case of scooters 30d% , Oomparatively the effect of 
reference group factors is equal on both product-choice 
decisions and brand-choice decisions in the purchase of 
Television (see fig. 4.1, and 4.2). 
Though other factors have an oveiJall greater eifect 
on purchase decisions then reference groups but still the 
average effect of reference group is still considerable 
43*5% and each reference group has a variable degree of 
effect on both product choice decisions and brand choice. 
where the greatest effect on product choice to init;ia.te a 
purchase is of relations 51.43^" the lowest is of society 5.99/^  
on brand choice decisions to initiate a purchase, not only 
in case of initiating brand choice decisions but also on 
overall product and brand choice decisions, be figiires. 
The study also sho's that reference group influence 
tends to increase with the increase in degree of contact or 
greater the interpersonal cormiunication dyads the greater 
will be the influece. King and Summers in their research on 
interpersonal communications dyads reveal 
(i) The family plays an important role in interpersonal 
communication in the socialization of childern and in 
interaction within the extended family. The specific 
4 Charles W.King and tJohn O.Stimmers, "Dynamics of Inter-
personal Gommunication : The Interaction Dyad" in Donald 
i'.Gox (ed). Risk Taking and Information Hauidling in 
Gonsximer Behavior (Boston : Division of ReseLirch, 
Graduate School of Business Administration, liarvard 
Universit.y, 196?) pp. 240-264. 
'.) 
functions of family versus nonfamily interactions may be 
different, but this area has not been explored. 
(ii) Proximity is important in facilitating interaction. 
Proximity as a variable is dimensional, including physical 
proximity and eocial proximity. Obviously physical proximity, 
for example, living in the same neighborhood, maizes possible 
physical contact and the setting for interpersonal exchange. 
Physica.1 proximity also suggests a minuiiium social proxiuiity in 
terms of some overlap oi social statxis , interests, life styxe, 
etc. 
Average influence of each reference gr^up on bocli 
ptoduct cjjoice and brand choice is given below 
Reference group ifean "percentage of ini'luence 
Product choice Brand Choice 
1. Colleagues : 15.85J- 17.3J-
2. Neighbours : 12.85/« 12.52'/^ 
3. Friends : 21.74 > 26.82^-^ 
4. Relations : 21 .65^ -^  2;5.19/-' 
5. Upper class society: 11.05/" 10.95/'' 
6. Society (General) 8,14^» 8.95/-
The figures clearly indicate that reference gr.^up 
influecs tends to increase with an increase in the degree of 
contact. Figure No.4.7 shows the total influence created by 
each group onconsumer choice in the given products. 
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It is clear that each reference group shovrs different 
degrees of influence and each must be considered on an 
individual basis before a marketer decides on any particular 
marketing strategy, 
Flfn. No;4.7 
1. 
2. 
5. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Reference STOUD 
Colleagues : 
Neighbors : 
friends ; 
Relations : 
Upper class society: 
Society(G-eneral) : 
Total influence exerted 
17.51 
12.69 
24.28 
24.41 
11 .00 
8.54 
Ilarketing Implications 
This study indicates that the greatest influence is 
of the family 24.4f« and next of friends 24.28^o. Realising 
the important role these two groups play in influencing 
the decision process. The marketer then should direct 
greater effort towards initiating in understanding the family 
itself and then utilizing the concept. The most important 
aspect of the family is establishing role structures for 
example v/hether the family it husband-dominatea^, v-dfe-doiiinated, 
or equal part is played by both the husband and che vriiO. 
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Another concept vhich cou-ld oe used is -chat oi" 
opixiioxi leaders. The marketer should promote involvement or 
get the product to be talked about as involvement plays a 
major role in motivating opinion leaders to coimaent about a 
proauct or brand. Dichter's iiesearch indicated that talking 
about a product or service of ten perfor.is such functions as 
(1) gaining attention (2) showing connoisseurship, (5) suggest-
ing status, (4) giving the xmpresion that the opinion leader 
has inside iniormatioii, and (5) asserting suoeriocity , 
Advertising involvement is another type of opinion-
leader motivation. The marketer should aim for getting the 
advertisements to be talked about, some people find it enter-
taining to talk about or joke about interesting advertisements, 
"Tell your friends", "ask your friends" and "ask the man who 
owns one" are examples of this technique. The basic idea 
behind the advertising strategy should be the communication 
of the idea that the consumer's reference group buys the 
product and that buying it is therefore appropriate for him. 
A related technique which can be used is giving testimonial 
advertising by a famous person that is perceived as competent 
to give advice about the product or brand, 
3y dividing the total respondents into a number of 
income groups I have tried to study the deg-ree of reference 
group influence on each. 
The influence of six different reference groups 
(Colleagues, ijeighbors, jt'riedns, relations,Upper class society 
5 This typology was developed by Iruest Lichter, How 
Word of i-iouth Advertising Works" Horvard Bunis Rev, 
Vol, 44. 
7u 
and society in generai on respondents belonging to the 
following income groups has "been tabxilated. 
bee tables. 
Income groups : 
Monthly income 0 to Rs.1000, Rs.1001 to 2000, Cs.aOOl to 
Rs.^ OOO, R3.3OOI to Its.4000 and above. 
The tabulation has been made on a siniilar basis to 
that of the analysis of reference groups undertaken earlier, 
on both product and brand choice. 
(i) To what extent owning of a product by reierence groups 
has an impact on product choice decisions in each income 
group. 
(ii) To what extent a reference group initiated, recocinended 
or othereise ini--uenced product choice decisions in each 
income group. 
(iii) To what extent owiiing 01 a particular brand by different 
reference groups has an impact on brand choice decisions a.n eac;i 
income group. 
(iv) To what extent a reference group initiated, reccommended 
or otherwise influenced brand choice decisions in each 
income group. 
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gELBVISlOM 
FiA'» Ho.4.8 
Impact of owaluK by reference ^^ rou'os on -product 
choice. 
(i) ( i i ) ( i i i ) (iv) 
Reference Group 1-1000 1001-2000 2001-5000 5001-and 
above 
(1) Colleagues .69 .87 .90 .46 
(2) Neighbors 1.28 1.32 1.04 .61 
(3) Friends 1.36 1.13 1.17 1.42 
(4) Relations .74 1.01 1.21 .68 
(5) Upper class 
Society .38 .84 .49 .39 
(6) t>ociety( General) .40 .38 .63 .51 
(7) Mean .808 .87 .906 .678 
Fig. No.4.9 
Gr.oup im'oact to ini t ia te recommended or othervise 
influietnce Product Choice decisions. 
~nj) ( i i ) ( i i i ) (iv) 
Reference Groups 1-1000 1001-2000 2001-3000 3001 and 
above 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
Colleagues 
Neighbors 
Friends 
Relations 
Upper Class 
liociety 
Society(General) 
He an 
.44 • .52 
.71 .79 
1.13 1.07 
1.74 2.19 
.60 .73 
.32 .41 
.823,^;-^'^gs" 
.53 
.57 
.76 
. 2.27 
.66 
.28 
• ' ^ ^ % : ^ ' 
.31 
.49 
.96 
1.80 
.56 
.43 
.75 
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TELEYiaiOH 
Pig. Ho.4.10 
Impact of owning by reference groui^ s on brand 
choice decisions. 
( i ) ( i i ) ( i i i ) ( iv) 
Reference Group 0-1000 1001-2000 2001-3000 3001-and 
above 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
Colleagues 
neighbors 
Priends 
E.elations 
Upper Class 
(Society) 
.78 
.51 
.y? 
.59 
.19 
.31 
.73 
.56 
.90 
.73 
.31 
.46 
,58 .68 
.34 .27 
1.17 1.24 
.72 .40 
.28 .14 
(6) S o c i e t y ( G e n e r a l )  4  .37 .38 
(7) Mean .555 .615 .596 .507 
P i g . 110.4.11 
Group im-pact t o i n i t i a t e ^ ^reooamiended or o t h e r v i s e 
i n f l u e n c e brand choice d e c i s i o n s . 
^ i l ( i l F ( i i i ) ( i v ) 
Reference Group 1-1000 1001-2000 2001-3000 3001-and 
above 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Colleagues 
Neighbors 
Priends 
Relations 
Upper class 
(Society) 
Society (Geie^ al) 
.63 
.40 
1.2 
1.51 
.43 
.13 
.84 
.47 
1.17 
1.63 
.60 
.26 
.69 
.32 
1 .36 
1.41 
.71 
.24 
.92 
.29 
1.43 
1.37 
.64 
.09 
(7) i-fean .716 .828 .788 .79 
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a?ELEVlSlOK 
Impact of owning by reference groups on product choice 
id.£,i^ ..8 reveals^. 
(i) Highest impact of reference groups is on the income 
group (2001-3000).906 mean value. 
(ii) Lowest impact of refernBe groups in one the income 
group (5001 and above ) .678 mean value. 
(iii) I'riends have the highest Ou^ erall impact 1.2? (mean value) 
and then neighbors 1.06 (mean value). 
Group impcat to initiate reccomended or cthereise 
influence product choice, 
gip;,, 4^Q reveals« 
(i) Highest impact of reference groups is on the income 
groups (1001-2000) .95 mean value. 
(ii) Lowest impact of reference grotips is on the income group 
(3001 and above ) .71 mean vialue. 
(iii) While relations have the highest overall inf:-uence 
2.03 (mean value)and then friends (1.00) mean value. 
Impact of owning by refernce groups on brand choice 
decisio:.s. 
Pig. 4.10 revealSy 
(i) Highest impact of reference groups is on the income 
80 
group (1001-2000) .615 mean value. 
(ii) Lov.est iupact of reference groups is on the incoue 
group (3001 and aoove ) .507 meanvalue. 
(iii) Prieuds have the highest overall influence on income 
groups, 1.0/ mean value. 
G-roup impact to inxtiate, reccoumend or otnerwise 
influence brand choice decisions. 
gig. 4.11 reveals. 
(i) That the highest xiapact of reference groups is on zhe 
ii-COiiie group (1001-2000J .628 mean value . 
(ii) That the lowest impact of reference groups is on 
incoiae group (1-1000) .71b mean valtie. 
(iiij Relations have the highest overall influence on incoiae 
groups, mean value 1.48. 
REiTRxC^BJiA^QR 
j i ^ : . i \ ;o.4«12 
xiiipact 01 Qwninp: "by reference groups on i)roduct caoice 
iiean Value of responces by income 
(IrouDB 
!• 
Reference G-roup ( i ) ( i i ; t i i i ) 
I-iean .72 .786 .883 
(iv) 
1. 
2. 
3-
4. 
5. 
6. 
Colleagues 
Neighbors 
Friends 
Relations 
Upper class 
Society 
Society(General) 
0-1000 
.67 
1.01 
.98 
1 .07 
.32 
.29 
1001-2000 
.93 
1.22 
.92 
1 .01 
.51 
.35 
2001-
.81 
1.37 
1.09 
1 .04 
.46 
.53 
•300 3000 and 
above 
1.05 
.64 
1.01 
1 .00 
.55 
.49 
.79 
Pig. Ho.4.13 
G-roup irapact to initiate recommend or otherwise 
influence product choice decisions. 
Mean value of responce by income 
group 
Reference Group (i) 
0-1000 
1. Colleagues .66 
2. Neighbors .74 
3. Prlends .97 
4. Relations 1.34 
5. Upper class 
(wociety) .73 
6. Society(General) .45 
7. Mean ,79 
(ii) 
1001-2000 
.51 
.79 
.87 
1.56 
.94 
.51 
.86 
(iii) 
2001-3000 
.46 
.56 
1.07 
1.89 
.70 
.36 
.84 
(iv) 
3001 and 
above 
.47 
.55 
.73 
1 .85 
.75 
.53 
.81 
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REPRI&ERATQR 
£±s. No.4.14 
Impact of owninf; by reference groups on brand choice 
I%an value of responses by income 
(i) (ii) (iii) (iv) 
7 . 
Preference Group 
1-1000 1001-2000 2001-3000 5001-and 
above 
1. 
2 . 
5 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6. 
Colleagues 
ITeigiibors 
Friends 
rLelations 
Upper c l a s s 
(Scoeity) 
Society(G-enei •a l ) 
.41 
.58 
.91 
.92 
.26 
.47 
.64 
.61 
.72 
.97 
.40 
.57 
.72 
.62 
1.09 
.55 
.45 
.46 
.45 
.35 
1.21 
.66 
. 3 i 
.42 
i'lean .495 .618 . 6 ^ .56 
jj'jg:. ITo.4.15 
Group impMct to initiate, recomaand or otherwise 
influence brand choice decisions. 
Mean value of responses by incoine 
Group 
( i ) Reference Group ( i i ) ( i i i ) ( i v ) 
0-1000 1001-2000 2001-5000 5001-and 
above 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
Colleagues 
Neighbors 
x-riends 
Rela t ions 
Upper c lass (soc ie 
Society(General) 
.51 
.86 
.78 
.81 
^ty).79 
.19 
.56 
.81 
.91 
1.44 
.84 
.22 
.47 
.75 
.35 
1.55 
.66 
.45 
.5o 
.48 
.92 
1.46 
.61 
.40 
7 . lie an .656 .796 .775 .708 
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Impact of reference groups on Product choice. 
i'ig. 4.12 and i'ig. 4.15 reval that, 
(i) The highest impact of reference groups is on the income 
group (2001-3000), .861 mean value, 
(ii) The lowest impact of reference groups is on the iiicoae 
group (0-1000), ,755 mean value, 
(iii) Relations have the highest overall impact on income 
groups, 1 .8 mean value. 
Impact of Reference groups on Brand choice, 
i''ig, 4.14 and i'ig. 4.15 reval tha^, 
(i) The highest imp ..ct of reference groups is on the income 
group (1001-2000), ,702 mean value, 
(ii) The lowest impact of reference groups is on the income 
group (1-1000), 6.75 mean v,?J.ue, 
(iii) Relations have the highest overall impact on income 
groups, 1.02 mean value. 
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SCOOTER 
Pi^. 
1. 
2. 
•2; 
> • 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
i'lif^t 
Impact of ownin/2: 
choice decisions. 
Reference Group 
,No.4.l6 
Colleagues 
eighbors 
i'r lends 
Relations 
Upper class 
(society) 
Society(General) 
i'iean 
iTo,4tl7 
by reference ,s:r'oups 
Mean value of 
(i) 
.89 
.69 
1.50 
.97 
.58 
.56 
.79 
GrouD imDact to initiate 
influence product choice 
on product 
response oy 
Group 
(ii) 
1.19 
.71 
1.54 
.95 
.46 
.57 
.866 
!, . r^comaand 
! decisions. 
Mean value of re6p( 
(iii) 
.97 
.64 
1 .21 
.91 
.45 
.55 
.78 
or othe 
Dnse by 
Gpoup 
' 
income 
(iv) 
1.14 
.64 
1.15 
.87 
.25 
.60 
.755 
irvrise 
inc( Dme 
Reference u-roup (i) (iij (iii) (iv) 
1-1000 1001-2000 2001-5000 3001- and 
above 
1. 
2. 
5. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Colleagues 
lieighbors 
i'r lends 
Relations 
Upper Glass 
(Society; 
Society(General) 
1.1Y 
.51 
.95 
1 .09 
.78 
.21 
1.14 
.55 
1.04 
1 .52 
.81 
.25 
1 .18 
.44 
1 .69 
1.14 
.65 
.14 
.91 
.42 
.84 
.97 
.56 
.18 
7 . He an .78 .848 .79 .655 
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^±F.f 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
SCOOTER 
Impact of owning 
Choice decisions. 
No.4.18 
Reference group 
Colleagues 
Neighbors 
Friends 
Relations 
Upper class 
(Scoeity) 
Society(General) 
by reference grouios 
» 
on bi 
i'ifta?^  -n-alnP! nf i-PRrinnRPR 
(i) 
1-1000 
1 .26 
.67 
1 .20 
.78 
.26 
.50 
group 
(ii) 
1001-2000 
1.08 
.77 
1.34 
.77 
.29 
.54 
(iii 
2001-
1 .19 
.63 
1.31 
.74 
.28 
.61 
'and 
bv income 
.) 
•3000 
(iv) 
3001 -I 
above 
.95 
.41 
1.15 
.71 
.17 
.51 
7 . I'fean .778 .801 .776 .65 
•e'ig. No.4 .19 
G-rou-p impcat t o i n i t i a t e , recommend or o the rwi se 
i n f l u e n c e b r and -cho i ce d e c i s i o n s . 
I-Ie^ va lue of 3-"esoonses by income 
groups 
( i ) ( i i ) ( i i i ) ( i v ) 
1-1000 1001-2000 2001-3000 3001-and 
Reference Group 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Colleagues 
Ne|:ghbors 
Friends 
Relations 
' Upper class 
(Society) 
Society(General) 
lie an 
.84 
.58 
1 .07 
.98 
.76 
.37 
.766 
.92 
.49 
1.46 
.89 
.74 
.35 
.808 
.79 
.53 
1.34 
1 .03 
.64 
.29 
.77 
aDove 
.45 
.40 
1 .01 
1 .10 
.68 
.27 
.635 
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Impact of reference groups on Product choice 
decisions. 
Pig. 4.16 and i;'ig.4.l7 reveal that, 
(i) The highest impact of reference groups is on inco.ue 
group (10u1-2000) .857 neoji value. 
(ii) The lowest iupact of reference groups is on _ncoiat: 
group (3001 and ahove) .693 mean value. 
(iii) Priends have the overall highest impact on income 
groups in influencing product choice decisions. 1.12 mean 
value. 
Impact of reference groups on Brand choice decisions. 
Pig.4.18 and Pig.4.19 reveal that, 
(i) The highest impact of refernce groups is on income 
group (1001-2000), .805 mean value. 
(ii) The lowest impact of reference groups is on income 
group (3001 and above), .643 mean value. 
(iii) Priends have the highest overall impact in influencing 
hrand choice decisions. 1.235 mean value. 
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On analysing the ini'luence of reference groups on 
difierent income strata we find that the greatest influence 
exerted by reference groups is on individuals belonging to the 
income group 1001-2000 (.789 raean influence), the 2001-5000 
(.778), 1-1000(,752) and the least influence is exerted on the 
individuals belonging to the income strata of 3000 smd above 
(.687). i^e figures (4.9 to 4.19). 
Individual analysis of each product indicates that 
the greatest influence exerted by reference groups is ,91 
on product choice.on individuals belonging to the income 
group of (1001-2000) and least .695 on brajid-cnoice on indi-
viduals belonging to the income group of 5000 and above in 
case of Television. While in case of L-cooters the highest 
inlfuence exerted on product choice is on the individuals 
belonging to 2001-5000 income group and the least on brand 
choice on individuals belonging to the income group 1-1000 
(.575). But in case of scooters the results tally vith the 
overall results inrespect of highest influence on 1001-2000 
income group and lowest on 5000- and above income group. 
The results indicate that reference group iriluence 
increases as the income of an individual increases till 
Rs.2000 but slightly decreases i-ihen the consumers income moves 
from 2001 to 5000, but falls sharply as the income of the 
cons-umers clears the 5000 mark. 
This does not imply that there is only a slight 
reference group influence on consvimers belonging to the 
88 
R3.3000 and above income groups, it only implies that 
reference groups begin to influence the purchase of other 
products rather than duj:a"Dle consumer products of this study. 
Because the disposable income increases 'ohe range of 
products available to the consumer and as a consu.aers disposabl 
income increases he will be now inx'luenced in othor areas by 
different people vrith reiatioi: to different products, 
1-Jarketing im-plications : one way of using the l:novledge of 
varied reference group influence on different income groups 
is the application of market segmentation concept. 
iLnowing that particular income grou;)S are more prone 
to reference g-roup influence, higher advertising efforts can be 
directed at them as well as segjjenting the market i.:come wise. 
Best would be the application of a-cross sectional 
study on (a) reference group factors (b) reference groups 
and (c) income g-roups. i'or example, if for a particular 
product say television social status and better ph^ '^ sical 
appearances have the greatest influence as reference group 
factors, i'^ rien s have the greatest reference group influence 
and the income group of (1001 to 2000) is influenced the 
greatest, the application of these three variables simulta-
nioualy would evolve the greatest benefit. That is to 
say, if the marketer should aim at the (1001 to 2000) income 
bracket, influence the friends and promote factors such as 
better physical appearances and enhancement of social status 
he would obtain the best results in the case of Television 
market ing. 
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'V^ 'ould you tell me, please, which way I ought to /jo 
from here ?" 
"That depends a good deal on where you want to get to", 
said the Gat, 
"I dCQit much care where.. ."said Alice, 
"Then it doesn't matter which way you go; said the Gat. 
"...so long as I get somewhere," iO-ice addea as an 
exolanation. 
"Oh, you're sure to do that," said the 'Jat, "li you only 
walk long enough". 
The world of riax-keting is not in any way li.ie Alice's 
wonderland and the above quotation is so relevant becaune 
buisuesces ~ like Alice - are of-cen more preoccupied with 
getting somewhere rather than ensuring that they are going in 
the right direction , 
iiay L.\.illGiiier 
i'iJULi.-XiTIijG- L.xH..;xTi.G 
1 . ila."r--het Planning, 
2. i'lark e c ing st r a,t c. gy r.o del. 
Purpose of i-iarkeuing strategy ilodel. 
The usage of mass iiedia, 
5. Determining the impact of the iiar^eting 
strategy. 
Peed Lack, 
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i^ espite what has heen stated earlier about the relevance 
of consumer behavior and iiiiportc.nce of reference g-roup influences, 
some questions may remain as to what specific benefits can 
from such a study. Development of an ap3Dropri',ite iiarket strategy 
for different items of the present study is the crux of the 
matter . since the determination of presance and extent of 
reference group influence on product choice, brand choice and both 
are of value only to the extent that they can be translatea into 
pertinent and effective marketing communication designea to 
influence consumer behavior. 
There are a number of areas where practical application 
of the knowledge of consuxaer behavior is plausible. '2he first 
considers one of the most widely used ways of utilizing the 
analysis of consumer behavior in marketing - planning - She 
evaluation of new market oppertunities. To be successful, an 
organization must not only recognize unmet needs but also under-* 
stand whether there are clusters of such needs that can be 
profitably served and what organizational response is required 
for success in selling to these clusters. The second and third 
are 
topics that follow focus on applications that/_less wide spread 
but represent new and promising oppertunities for applying vhat 
is known as ConsUiner Behavior. 
The first is Demarketin^ : The world resources of 
major raw materials and consumer goods, have been reducing day hy 
91 
day and recognized scarcity has already called for some demarket-
ing, that is, the orderly reduction of demand among consumer for 
selected goods for selected goods sind services. Each of the 
actions taken to directly encourage conservation of resourcee 
or directed towards directing demand from goods recquiring scarce 
comiaodities to others that rely on those that are more plentiful, 
is imdertaken with specific consumer response patters as the 
desired outcome. 
The second area is known as meta-marketing, i^etamarketing 
is the application of marketing technology to problems facing the 
non-profit sector, particiilarly on a micro- economic basis in other 
words, problems relating to such groups as professional associations 
political parties, hospitals, schools. Libraries and i^seums, 
etc, 
i*hese are some of the non-coiimercial problems ai art from 
a score of commercial problems faced by a marketer and each of 
them requires a singular individualistic ap-roach, vuiderstanding 
of different aspects of consuner behavior and its application. 
Eacn requires the development of a complete mar.:eting strategy. 
The application of the knowledge of reference groups and their 
influence on consumer behavior, is important as understanding 
the role of reference groups in consumer behavior. 
Depending upon the problem faced the marketing strategy 
may emphasize. 
1. Reference group influences only. 
2. Other influences only. 
3. Both. 
9 n 
Thus the marketer inust ask different quest ions about his 
product or "brand, like. 
(i) Is his product an item of necessity or an item of luxui'^ r, 
(ii) \Vhat reference groups can influence consumer behavior in 
this case, 
(iii) How can these reference grou-;)S be reached, 
(iv) Competitors usage of reference groups concepts. 
and all other factors affecting consumer choice with 
reference group effects. 
An effort has been made to give a simple marketing strategy 
model keeping the above questions in mind. 
Purpose of a Marketing Lit rate rev Model 
It has already been established that product choice and 
brand choice decisions are the outcome of reference group 
influences and other influences or that. 
Purchase is a (function) of reference group influence and 
other influence. 
Product Choice and RG. , RGo, RG-z ... RG 
brand choice decisions 0I<, OIp, 01^ ,,, 01 
Vihere 
RG- = Reference G-roup Influences 
and 
01 = Other Influences 
The purpose of the marketin;, strategy model is, 
(i) To manifest the reference group influence in the entire 
marketing mix in situations where the reference group iniluence 
is operative. 
(ii) To increase the empirical values of reference group 
influences. 
(RG1 , R&2, IIG5, ... KGn). 
through large scale advertising and other promotional 
efforts. 
To achieve this is a very difficult task; one way might 
be is to, classify the total marketing potential into different 
segments on the basis of reference £3:oup influences which are 
specific to a particular segment and then develop a suitable 
marketing strategy for each segment. 
The above approach is theoretically sound biit not 
pragmatic, because for each segment we require two marketing 
strategies, one which specifies influences specific to a segment 
and the other specifying influences common to all. kormally 
there are a large number of segments and this will lead to a 
large n-umber of strategies which will be difficult to cope 
with. 
±'or example if bl , Ki2, S5 and S4 were any four market 
segments. V/e would have to find the specific reference group 
influences in each segment and the common reference group 
influences in all the segments. 
V/hile at the Sfxme time we would have to find the other 
influences both common and specific to each segment. This 
would lead to the formation of five different marketing strategies 
Where four of them would be responsible for promoting the specific 
influences and the fifth one vould promote the comiuon influences 
simultaneously. 
The biggest disadvantage of such a strategy would be the 
inability of using the mass media advertising approach. This 
form of strategy pays off on the large profit low volume sales 
in specialization areas mostly. 
The followin/s: marketin^^ strategy is based on the usage 
of mass media. 
The total strategy has been divided into six components. 
(1) Selecting the Advertising Media. 
(2) Determining and classifying the market potential covered 
by the advertising media. 
(3) Determining the reference group and other influences 
operating on product choice and brand-choice decisions. 
(4) Developing a marketing strategy. 
(5) Determining the impact of the marketing strategy. 
(6) feedback System, 
(1 ) Advertising ijedia : 
The advertising media must be studied to find out its 
impact on consiimers. 
(i) To analyse the impact exerted by different advertising 
media on reference groups so as to provide the brand information, 
with respect to the products of the study. 
(ii) To analyse the extent to which reference group influence 
in being emphasized in different media. 
(iii) Analysis of brand information from advertising lueaia a£ 
compared to the branding ini'ormation obtained irom reference 
groups. 
iiievrspapers and aagaaines play an important role in giving 
brand information when external search and alternative evaluation 
occurs. Given the near ubiquitousners of the mass uiedia it is 
not surprising that this information source is often consulted 
in purchasing decisions, borne mass media often serve as a type 
of reference group for some consumers, Por example, mass media 
personnel and entertainers are often used as an information 
souce, apparently because of their reputations for impartiality 
and knowledge, however the role and influence of these types of 
people, particularly motion picture objectives, is considerably 
more complex than many people believe. Research har: shown, 
for example, that influence of celebrities varies considerably 
by product, while a male movie star's opinion may be very 
important in case of cigarettes, it is often relatively ineffec-
tive in the case of clothing. Similarly a female celebrity 
may influence a consumer's choice of dress, but she probably 
exerts little influence on the choice of many household cleaning 
proeluucts if appearing in advertisements, Thus the influence of 
mass media personnel and entertainers varies by proauct, depending 
in part, on consumer's attitudes about the competence and 
ability of the entertainers to give advice about the product 
in question. 
Research indicates that on an average around Rs.lTO crores 
is spent annually on advertising media in India out of vhich 
only 21 crores is spent on directly or indirectly influencing the 
iy 
cons-uiaer by using reference group appeals, this figure is only 
for the comiaercial sector, while in the public sector exact 
figure are not avilable but as compared to the coimriercial sector 
of 
a very large proportion/the total expenditure uses reference group 
appeals, for example (family planning). Host of the advertising 
appeals using reference group influence appear in magzines usiially 
emphasizing brand choice. 
(2) I'he purpose of determining the market potential by the 
advertising media is to identify promotional target;- and allocate 
promotional efforts and to classify it into. 
(a) Possessors 
(b) ITon-possessors likely to purchase in the near future and 
(c) iJon-possessors not likely to piirchase in the near future, 
another possible groupong might be, the usage of a 
purchase orobability scale. 
(a) Almost siire 90 to 100^ 6 
(b) Very probalile 80 to 90?^  
(c) Probable 70 to 80?^ 
(d) G-ood possibility 60 to 70?o 
(e) fairly good possibility 50 to 60?^ 
(f) Fair possibility 40 to 50?o 
(g) Some possibility 30 to 40?^ 
(h) ulighb possibility 20 to 30% 
(i) Very slight possibility 10 to 20^ 3 
(j) Almost no chance 1 to 10J» 
P7 
A detailed, analysis is useful in determining the potential 
economic value of each, category. The economic value of each 
category is established, some or all of the categories-or sub-
parts of the categories-are selected as market segments. 
Kconomic, demographic,life style, and media usage profiles can be 
constructed for each segment. Promotional ob;jectives and media 
plans are drawn up that focus on specific segment in order to 
move them up one or more categories, Gopy objectives are deter-
mined by referring to brand differences in brand ratings on 
specific evaluations- criteria between purchasers and 
consumers at each category level for the firm's brrnd as well as 
competing brands. Expenditures reach and frequency goals are 
established on the potential value of moving people up one or more 
category levels. 
Hurray developed a technique for allocating promotional 
efforts that does not require the extensive study of category 
levels as described above. His optimal strategy index (OSI) 
identifies high potential geog-raphic markets for durable goods 
by combining pvirchase probabilities and household ectimates of 
1 
t h e i r future economic s i t u a t i o n . 
His formula was: 
0Sl(t+1) = (Pu-Pd+100) + (BI -Ml + 100) 
Where 
0SI(t+1 ) = Optimal Strategy inde.: for next per iod. 
Pu = Proportion of op t imis t i c or up resoiirces for household 
ermomic a c t i v i t y for the next per iod. 
1 t) .Alex i iurrary, "Ut i l i z ing Exceptional data t o Allocate 
Promotional E f fo r t s " , J , Mar dieting. Vol.55, pp.26-55 
(Apr. 1969). 
Q O O 
Pd = Proportion of pessimistic or dovm responses for 
nousehold economic activity for the next period. 
Bi = Positive "buying intentions for a selectea durable 
goods purchase. 
Yi'i = iiegative purchasing intentions or non-intenders for a 
selected durable goods. 
This index is used to develop a priority listing of 
geographic regions according to market potential during a specific 
time period. Promotional expenditure are allocated to regions 
according to their potential. 
(3) Determininj the reference group influence and other 
influence operating on product choice and brand choice. 
(4) Development of a marketing strategy'- will depend upon the 
extent to which reference group factors and other factors 
influence the product choice and brand choice decisions. Thus the 
marketing strategy may be of the folloving types. 
(a) Emphasis on reference group influence only. 
(b) Emphasis on other influences. 
(c) Emphasis on both reference group influence and other 
influences. 
Like for e::ample, 
strategies for capitalizing on Personal Inflvience Process; 
Using people who have a high degree of public exposure, 
created considerable initial interest in marketing circles, 
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because it appeared that a key to increased promotional effective-
ness was to advertise directly to opinion leaders and have thea 
pass on the information to other consumers. However closer 
analysis reveals that there>are practical difficulties in 
implementation. 
The most formidable problem lies in identifying opinion 
leaders. Opinion leaders exist in all strata's of society, 
they differ from other consumers in terms of competence, social 
location, the personification of certain values, and exposure to 
mass media, being monomorpnic rather than polymorphic. Thus a 
marketer needs to conduct his o^/jn research to identixy opinion 
leaders. 
In situations where opinion leaders can be identiiiea and 
reached effectively, several strategies arc possible, i'xrst, 
advertisements via the mass media or direct mail if not to 
expensive can be directed at them. Second, opinion leaders can 
play a role in product decision, since they have a tendancy to be 
innovators, their purchasing behavior can be monitored to obtain 
advance knowledge of conciimption trends. Hollywood Ya .sarette has 
used this technique to predict fashion trends for women's intimate 
appearel. In addition, opinion leaders can be used to evaluate 
the acceptability of new products or fashions. 
Another way of using the opinion leaders is to ci"ve them 
or loan Chem, a product. B-etailers have been very successful in 
selling large quantities of products vrhich were not moving by giv-
ing them to opinion leaders. 
In situations where it is not possible or practical to 
identify opinion leaders, an alternative strategy is to stimulate 
them. One technique ic to use advertising to replace or reduce 
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the need for personal influence. Advertisements can comraunicate 
the idea that the consumer's reference group buys the product 
and that buying it is therefore ap:oropriate for hia. A related 
technique is to use testimonial advertising by a fatious person 
that is percieved as competent to give advice about the product or 
service. :For example, Swish blades and Palmolive Shaving Cream 
use Simil Gavaskar, others like Oiggarette and cosmetic advertisers 
frequently use this approach. 
Another strategy sometimes used is based on Information-
Seeking role structures : 
Information-seeking role structures ai'fect a firm's 
promotional strategies and distribution policies. For example, 
if both husoands and wife are actively involved in ii&rmation 
seeking, then the firm should design a media strategy that 
uses media that reach the target market at the lowest cost. Simi-
larlily, a firm's creative strategy might differ from the strategy 
that would be used if either one of the spouces were exclusively 
involved in information seeking, 
finally the information seeking role structure;- might 
influence the marketer's choice of retail outlets. i''or example 
if both husband and wife are actively involved, the xirm would be 
interested in having their product outlets naving hours of 
operation compatible ^^ ath the times most convenient lor nusband and 
wife to snop together, and having physica,l facilities and locations 
that are acce2:itable to both. 
(,5) Determining; the imipact of the i'iarketin/": Strategy : 
To find the impact of the companiesmarketing strategy is 
as difficult a job as selecting a successftil marketinr strategy. 
lOi 
It must "be decided whether the test marketing and its results 
are to be taken as the outcome of the strategy or are the 
real figures to be taJcen after a full scale launching has been 
ahieved. 
borne times companies show increasing or decreasing sales 
as evidence of a successf-ul or failing strategy, but sales 
figures never give true figures or a true reaction to a 
companies policies. The most important thing is to find the 
change in favo\jrfe,bility towards the brcmd as mentioned earlier or 
in other words moving up the purchase probability scale, One of 
the methods of diagnoising the impact is a Before-After Analysis. 
This proced\u:e involves measurement of brand preferences 
before and after application of strategy. If the proper controls 
are used, difference between before and after brand preferences 
roughly indicate the effect of strategy on brand preferences. 
Whatever the impact positive or negative leads the marketer to 
mould his futxire strategy likevrise. The information received after 
the event or what we call feedback is a determinant of the 
future action carried out. 
(6) feedback : If the results are positive the scone strategy 
might be strenthened and used as it is or sometimes slightly 
modifiea depending upon the results obtained, whatever the 
components which result in the success of the strategy v:ouJ.d 
lead the marcketer to increase such components in it. But at 
the same time failure need not mean that the strategy was veak, 
its units should be studied and be moulded to suit the overall 
aim of the marketer. In this case it will inform us whether to 
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10 o 
continue giving importance to reference group for the partic\ilar 
brands, or should they be further studied to find their relavance 
here, a^ 'eedback might nake u.s aware ox the weakness of other 
influences or its strenths, and give us insights intothe 
requirement of inter-media changes if necessary. 
A conceptnalised diag-ramatic form of this marketing strategy 
has been given .(see figure 5.1). 
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& 
G u i l C L U S I O x « o 
lOu 
In this chapter it will be oiir contention to prove that 
the conspicuoucness of a product is perhaps the most general 
attribute bearing on its susceptibility to reference-group 
influence, 'ihere are two aspects to conspicuousness in this 
particular context that help to determine reference-group 
influence. First, the article must be conspicuous in the most 
obvious sense of the word, that it can be seen and be identified 
by others. The second that it must be capable of standing out 
auid being noticed. In other words no matter how visible a 
product is, if virtually everyone owns it , it is not conspicuous 
in this sense of the word. 
The following hypotheses have been tested. 
1. Items of luxury are more susceptible to reference group 
influence (Because the;.'- are capable of standing out and 
being noticed). 
2. Itens of neccessity are susceptible to reference group 
influence because moaern Indian homes will look incomplete 
without them. 
5. Items of luxury are susceptible to reference group influence 
because people feel happy if they possess item of luxury. 
4. Items of necessity are stisceptible to reierenco group 
imluencc because people feel bad if they do not posses 
them. 
10b 
5. The degree of product conspicousness determines the 
susceptibility to Reference Group ini'luence. 
6, L.atiij:ation of ovmership determines the susceptioility to 
Reference group influence. 
To explain the variations in consumptoon decisions where 
each of the variables can be the dependent variable in a 
multivariate statistical analysis, and be treated as continuous 
rather than categorial. When both the depenaena and indepenaent 
variables is a multivariate statistical analysis are continuous, 
correlation analysis to e::ariiine the relationship between the 
variablescan be used. The most widely used raeasure of 
correlation is the Pearson's product moment coefficient of 
correlation. This coefficient has been used here to calculate 
the degree of correlation between the variables,and for further 
validation the 't' test has been applied . 
Items of luxury are more susceptible to Reference Grroup 
Ini'luence, because they are capable of standing out and bein>;: 
noticed. 
This can be statistically analysed by testin;:; the follovrinc 
hypothesis. 
Items of luxury (x) and symbols of social status(y) are 
uncorrelated, can be tested by. 
(i) Caiculatintj the correlation coefficient 'r' (l^ arl 
fearson's) and then, 
*See Addenda. 
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(ii) Applying 't' test at 5/'' level uf significance. 
Items 
Televis ion 
Refr igera tor 
Scooter 
Iteias of 
Cx) 
.57 
1 .06 
.94 
l u x i i r y * Symbols of soc i a l 
s t a t u s (y) 
1 .19 
1 .47 
1 .20 
.arl Pearson's 
r = 
n 1 xy - £x . Iv 
li) coefficient of " ^ ^, j^^ . ( j,)^] „^ j^ i^  r ^ tY)^ 
correlation 
.9529 
(ii) t = - ^ x^ ^ - 2 
t = 4.5156 
She calculated value of 't' at 5/» level of significance 
vith (n-1 ) degrees of freedom is 4.5156 while uhe tabxilated 
value of H' is equal to 4.505. Implying that the data are 
correlated, and that the correlation coefficient is significant. 
2. Items of necessity are more susceptible to .deference 
group influence, xjecause modern. Indian homes look in-
com-plete vrithout them. 
I'his can be statistically analysed by teisting the follov?in: 
hypothesis. 
* See figure No:4 
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Items of necessity (X) and nodern Indian homes will look 
incomplete without them (I) are uncorrelated by, 
(i) Calculating the correlation coefficient 'r* (Kart 
Pearson's ) and then, 
(ii) Applying 't' test at 5P level. 
I15?WS 
Televis ion 
Refr igera tor 
Scooter 
{ -i^ -r. _ 
n 
In f lu ence of 
l iecessi ty* 
1.85 
1 .08 
1.75 
<Jcy - 1 x£y 
riodern Indian 
homes w i l l look 
incomTDlete 
1.15 
1.57 
.08 
r = 
>/ [n£x2 - ( ixf] [n£y2 
.477 
(iy)' 
(ii) r = 
• ^ 1 ^ 
v/ n - 2 
t = .7665 
The calcxilated value of t.05(.7665) at 5f^  level with 
(n-2) degrees of freedom is less than the tabulated value of 
t (4.503). Implying that the data are uncorrelated and the 
* See figure No:4.1 
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correlation coefficient is not significant. 
Items of necessity are not susceptible to reference group 
influence "because modern Indian homeG look incomplete vrithout 
them. 
5. Items of luxury are susceptible to reference .gyoup 
influence because people feel happy if they possess 
an item of lujcviry. 
Item of luxiiry (X) and people feel happy (Y) if they 
possess an item of luxury are uncorrelated. 
Item 
Television 
Refrigerator 
bcooter 
Items of 
luxury(X) 
.57 
1 .06 
.94 
People feel 
happy if they 
possess(Y)"^ 
.80 
.95 
1 .00 
(i) (Karl Pearson's) 
coefficient of n Ixy - jx ly 
correlation r = 
^\n Ix^ -( lx)2) [n ly2-( ly)' 
r = .9619 
't' test 
r 
(ii) Applying t.05 = ^x /(n - 2) 
v/1 - r'^  
t.05 = 4.970 
* See figure Ho:4.1 
# Question No:2 of Questionnaire was asked. 
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The calCTilated value of 't* at 55ii level with (n-'2) degrees 
of freedom is 4.970 while the tabulated value of 't' at (n^) 
degrees of freedom and 5/'« level is 4.505. Implying,- that the 
data are correlated. The correlation coefficient is significant. 
4. Items of necessity are susceptible to reference ,'Cgoup 
influence. Because people feel bad if they do not 
possess them. 
This can be statistically analysed by testing the following 
hypothesis. 
Items of necessity (X) and people feel bad (Y) ii they 
do not possess are uncorrelated, can be tested by. 
(i) Calculating the correlation coefficient 'r* (Karl Pearson's) 
and then, 
(ii) Applying H • test at 5/^  level. 
Items Items of People feel 
necessity(X)* bad (Y)'^  
Television 1.85 1.55 
Referigerator 1.08 1.25 
Scooter 1.75 1.17 
r = 
n £-xv - f X . f-y 
^ [n 1x2 - ( l x ) 2 ] [n i / - ( / y ) - ] 
r = .97 
* See f igure IJo:4.1 
# Question Ho:2 of Questionnaire was asked. 
t 0.05 = ^ 
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-. »/(n -2') 
t 0.05 = 5.6427 
The calculated value of 't' at 5^ level with (n-1.) 
degrees of freedom is 5.6427 while the tabulated value of 't' 
is equal to 4.503. Implying that the data are correlated and 
the correlation coefiicient is significant. She hypothesis that 
they are uncorrelated stands roQected. 
5. The degree of product cons-picuousness determines the 
susceptahilitv to Reference G-roup Influence. Because 
the order in which a show off msLkes his purchases shows 
the degree of product conspicuousness. 
This can he statistically analysed by tecting the 
lollovang hypothesis. 
Degree of reference group influence on product choice(X) 
and the order in which a show off makes hirj p-urchases(Y) are 
uncorrelated, can he tested by. 
(ij Calculating the correlation coefficient 'r' (Karl Pearson's) 
and tha-^  
(ii) Applying 't' test at 5/-* level of significance. 
Items Degree of R.G.I. I'he order in which 
on Product choice a show off nal:es 
(X)# hi& jurchase 
Television 46.15 253 
Refrigerator 46.09 2 i4 
Scooter 30.90 172 
# See figure No:4.3l 
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(i) r = n Ixy - tx .ly 
.962 
t = _ l f = _ x / n - 2 
/ 1 - r'^  
t.05 = 4.978 
The calculated value of 't' at 5fj level of sigiii_icance 
with (n-1) degrees of freedom is 4.978 while the tahulated value 
of 't' is 4.503. Implying that the data are correlated and the 
correlation coefficient is significant. 
6. Saturation of ownership determines the susceptibility to 
reference group influence. 
This can be analysed by testing the following hypothesis. 
Reference group influence on product choice (X) and 
Percentage of Owners(Y) Eire uncorrelated, can be tested by. 
(i) Calculating the correlation coefficient 'r* (Karl Pearson's) 
and the p. 
* Grade points secured by various items are calculated 
by alloting points 7, 6, 5, 4, 5, 2 and 1 for 1st, 2nd, 
3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th and 7th order of purchase and then 
totalling the overall response. 
See question No: 13 of the Questiomiaire (Aduendura : A) 
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(ii) Applying 't* test at 5/° level oi' signii'icance. 
Items 
Television 
Refrigerator 
Scooter 
Reference Group 
influence on 
Percenta/^e OJ 
owners(Y) 
Product choice 
(X)7f 
46.15 
46.09 
30.90 
73 
42 
45 
(i) n ixv - ix .ty 
/ r^ <,,2 , <,.^2^ r.- ^.2 [n Ix^- ( £x)2) [n iy^ -i ty)^\ 
(ii) 
•4.» 
.425 
/ 1 - r^ 
X /~n - 2 
t.05 = .664 
The value of 'r' implies that the data are not correlated 
to a reliable degree, which has been further strenthened by the 
't' test where the calculated value of t C»664) is lar below 
the tabulated value of t at 5/- level with (n-l,) degreos of 
freeaom. 
V^e can say ths-t Reference group in^±uence and saturation 
of ownership are uncorrelated. 
# See figure IJos4.31 
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Goncludinf: lote : 
In consumer behavior research whenever any result is 
given, it is on the basis of aggregations. Individualizations 
are never used because every consumer differs iron every other 
consiimer. Each is an individual unaerstandable only a;^  a unique 
person in the human race, i-^ n is such a bundle of past in:iluenccs 
that the generalisations which apply to one consuiaer frequently is 
over riiled by a higher generalization for another consumer. 
Each man is the result of millions of influences over a lifetime. 
The sheer imposibility of any two consiimers receiving the sajne 
set of influences precludes making a definite staterient about 
what the purchasing behs-vior of a single consumer will be. 
This study has thus been based on aggregations and the 
possibility of validity exists because individual deviations 
are usually randomly distributed and tend to cancel each other 
out, and some generalities the study has resulted in are; 
That 41.01^ 3 of all product choice decisions and 50.61 >^  
of all brand choice decisions are influenced by rei'erence groups. 
That the degree of reference group inf-I.uence increases with 
the degree of contact, that more cohesive the group is the 
greater the group influence is likely to be on individual 
choice. 
That the greatest influence exerted on an individual by the 
family 24,4/» of total reference group influence, and then 
friends 24,28'/^ . 
That though there is no hypothetical correlation viiich can 
be proved between income and reference group influence, there 
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axe a number of distinctive characteristics. Like the gresatest 
influence is on individvfals belonging to the income group 
1001-2000 and the lowest on individuals belonging to income 
group of 5000 and above. 
That items of luxury and items of necessity are susceptible 
to reference reference group influence. Items of luxury, 
because they are conspicuous by their presence and items of 
necessity, because they are conspicuous by their absence, 
V/hich leads us to the conclusion that... 
[Che degree of product conspicuousness determines the 
susceptitbility to reference group influence. 
'fhe greater the ownership or saturation of OTOiership the 
lovrer vill be tlie reference group influence exerted for that 
product. 
•fhough many more conclusions can be drawn frcia the study, 
soue of-^ -hana and some with a limited explann.tiou, they vrould 
naturally decrease in recicion and reliability as their 
arythmic number is increased. Precision and reliability are only 
two of the four criteria used for evaluating explanations and 
if the above conclusions and explanations were to be measiired 
against theee four evaluative criteria (i) i:ic6pe - "lie range 
of events of wiiich an exT^lanation can be applied, (ii) Precision-
The exactness vdth which the concepts used in the explanations 
are related to empirical indicators, (iii) Power-She degree of 
control over t}ie environment an explanation provides. Power 
depends on the precision of the description a,nd exi^lonation 
and upon the completeness of the variables and (iv) Reliability: 
IIG 
The frequency i-jith which fa,ctors not included in the explanation 
interrupt the sitiiation the expla.nation concerns, 
•This study would 'oe found to have a score of moderate 
to low on all the foiu? counts, but the idea behind the study 
has been to give a general explanation of reference groups, 
because here the measurement of a few ba;:;ic characteristics of 
a large group of consiimers has been conducted, individual 
differences among the consumers have not been probed. 
(VI ) 
ADDENDUM A 
QUESTIOi^ lTAlRE 
I would be highlj'' obliged if you wn\ild answer each of 
the following questions to the best of your ability. I can 
assure vou the inforraatlon so obtained shall be used -nurely 
for acadendc purpose and your identity kept strictly confiden-
tial. 
Thanking yon.. 
PArlKAbH Y2di<JAL^l 
Not e: 
Bach question has been divided into three r>arus. Your 
opinion about each item mvist be mentioned separately unde->^  
the coluiims provided. 
Q.1 So what extent do yoti think the xollov'ing factors 
influence the decision of 'people' of your standi:-;.g to 
purchase Scooter, Television or llefrigerator ? Please 
specify, stronglj'-, noderateljr^ slightly or hc.ve no 
influence at all. 
factors ijcooter Television llei:.: iterator 
A. 
c. 
V, 
E. 
II. 
I t i s a symbol of soc i a l ( 
s t a t u s . 
I t i s an item of luxury ( 
I t s prograimies are edu- ( 
ca t ive and inf orraative 
(T.V.) 
ItG programme are en t e r - ( 
t a i m n g . (T.V.) 
It is an item of 
necessity. 
( 
Others of equal ctand- ( 
ing have got i t . 
People tend t o copy ( 
those vrho already h.r\re 
one. 
i'^odern Indian hone vrill ( 
look incomplete without 
one. 
\ i i l l i t be economical ( 
( 
) ( 
) ( 
) ( 
) ( 
) ( 
) ( 
) ( 
) ( 
) ( 
) ( 
) 
(viij 
J. Anj other factor ( ) ( ) ( ) 
(please, specify) 
Q.2 To vhat extent do you a£p:ee vith the followiiii:; two state-
ments ? Please specify strongly, moderately, slightly or 
do not agree. 
Scooters television Ref eri^ cerator 
A. People feci happy if ( ) ( ) ( ) 
they possess, vjhile 
others do not possess 
one, 
B, People feel had if they ( ) ( ) ( ) 
do not possess vhile 
others possess one, 
Q.3 (i) To what extent possession of an Indian brcaid ox a 
partiCTAlar item have an impact on soci us ? Pleaoe 
specify great extent, moderate extent, small extent orrniot 
at all, 
vJcooter Television Ilex erigerator 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
(ii) To what extent possession of a foreign brand of a 
particular item have an impact on social status? Please 
specify great extent, moderate extent, small extent or 
not at all. 
Scooter Television lief erigerator 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
Q.4 (i) When did you acquire if ? Year 
Scooter Television P.ef erigerator 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
(ii) To vhat extent your social status was enha.nced in the 
eyes of others vhen you came to possess them ? Please 
specify g-reatly enhanced, moderat ly enhanced, slightly 
enlianced or was not' enhanced. 
Scooter Gaevision ?i.eirigerator 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
(iii) Assuming thai: you do not possess raiy or all of the 
items at present, to •viha.t extent will your social status 
be enhanced in the eyes of others, if you were to possess 
one ^ ow ? Please specify greatly enhanced, moderately 
enhanced, slightly enhanced or will not be enlianced. 
Scooter Television 2efrigcrator 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( v i i i ) 
Q.5 
Q.6 
A. 
B. 
C. 
D. 
E. 
P . 
G. 
Did you purchase them ? Yec or n o . 
i icooter T e l e v i s i o n 
.uexrigerc-.tor 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
I f 'IIO' hov7 d id you acq_uire -them ? (P lease 
t o Q.13) . 
e^cif;^  •'•0 
If, 'YSS' please continue. 
(i) To what extent 'owing' of any iteu by the following 
person(s) have an influence on your decicion to buy then ? 
Please specify strong influence, aodorato i:-f:.;.ence, slight 
influence or no influence at all. 
Persoijis) Scooter Television l:efr iterator 
Colleagues 
l leighboiirs 
?riends 
Relatives 
Upper class people 
S o c i e t y 
O t h e r ( s ) (P lease s-oecify 
(a) 
W 
( 
[ ] 
) ( 
) ( 
) ( ][ 
(ii) To what esctent the follov.ang person(E) initiated, re-
contended or otherwise influenced you, to purchase ? Please 
specify whether grc:\t e:ctent, uoderatd extent, slight extent 
as not at all. 
Person(c) Scooter Television Refrigerator 
A. 
G. 
I). 
E. 
i". 
G. 
H. 
Colleagues 
L'eighbours 
Prlends 
Pamily 
Relatives 
Society 
Personal urge 
Other(s) (Please spec 
(a) 
S ][ 
) ( 
±fj) 
) ( 
) ( 
) ( 
) ( ii 
(iii) To what extent do you feel your social status va£ 
•*"-' the following perEon(s) at the tiue 
*? p-«a^c,Q s .ecif"-' 
e:ihanced i n the eyes Ou. u-ic j.wj.u.uw-.j.j.ti, _^ 
when you came t o pos se s s any of t h e i t e i - s ? Plec^-.-c CJ^.C^^^J.^ 
g r e a t l y enlianced, modera te ly enhanced, s l i g h t l y enliaiiced 
or was not enhanced. 
(ix) 
PersonCs) Scooter Television Refri^ sierator 
A, Colleagues ( ) ( ) ( ) 
B, Neighbours ( ) ( ) ( ) 
C, Prlends 
D, Relatives 
E, Panily 
P. Upper class people 
G-. Society 
H. Others (Please sioecify) 
(a) • 
(iv) Assuming that you do not possess any or al. oi the 
items at x^ 2:esen":, to what extent will youj? social status 
he enhanced in the eyes of the following person(s), if you 
v;ere to possess one now ? Please specify greatly enhanced, 
moderately enhanced, slightly enhanced or will not be 
enhanced. 
PersonCs) Scooter television Refrip-erator 
[ ] \ A. Colleagues 3 . Beighbours C ) ( ) ( ) 
G. P r l e n d s ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1), R e l a t i v e s ( ) ( ) ( ) 
B. J'amily ( ) ( ) ( ) 
i ' . U"oper c l a s s -oeople ( ) ( ) ( ) 
G. S o c i e t y * ( ) ( ; ( ; 
H. O t h e r ( s ) (Plea.'.e sy^eciiy) 
(a) 
Q.7 i7a:.-e the l)3::'.nds of each iten you arc aware O-J : 
Scooter Television Refri/^ cerator 
Q.8 (i) Raiiie the brands you considered at the tine of purchase. 
Scooter Television Reiri.:erL.\;or 
(ii) Rame the brand you piirchased. 
Scooter Television Rex::i:. :erator 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
Q.9 To vrhat e::tent do you thirik the following factors h:;..vc an 
influence on your choice of the above brand over allthe 
other brands available ? Please specify strong iniluencc, 
moderate influence, slight influence or no influence. 
U; 
Pact or s Scooter 'felevision Hefriigierator 
A. Technological superio- C ) ( ) ( 
rity 
B. Better physical appear- ( ) ( ) ( 
ance 
G. Extra concession 
D. Recomiiendation of otherc 
E. One feels proud in o^ wn- ( ) ( ) ( 
ing above brand 
F. Lower price ( ) ( ) ( 
G. Prestigious brand ( ) ( ) ( 
V 
H. Re^dy availability ( ) ( ) ( 
I. Reputation of nanufac- ( ) ( 
turer 
J. Better after-sales ser- ( ) ( ) C 
vice 
K. Availability'- on instal- ( ) ( ) ( 
ments 
L. ilany others go in for ( ) ( ) ( 
the same brand 
II. ilany in yoxir circle ( ) ( ) ( 
have same brand 
N. Heavy advertisements ( ) ( 
0. Cheaper to riin and main-( ) ( 
tain ance 
P. Good res.,le value ' ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Q. Easy to operate ( ) ( ) ( ) 
R. Any other factor(s) 
(Please snecify) 
(a) : . . ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Q.10 (i) Do you agree that foreign brsinds are more prestigicuL 
than Indian brands ? Please specify strongly,agree, mode-
rately agree, slighly agree or do not agree. 
Scooter Television Refrigerator 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
(ii) Do you agree that some brand(s) of Indian iteios are 
more prestigious than other competitive Indian brands ? 
Please specify strongly agree, moderately agree, slighS.y 
agree or do not agree. 
Scooter Television ilefrigerator 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
Q.11. To what extent(owing) of a similar brand by following 
person(s) have an influence on your decision to ::c in 
for the above brand ? Pleaae Siecify strong influ.ence, 
moderate influence, little inlfuence or not inflicence. 
(xi) 
PerGon(s) 
A. Col leagues 
B. 17ei glib ours 
G. PriendG 
D. R e l a t i v e s 
E. Upper c l a s s people 
i'', Liociety 
G. Oi;her(s) (P l ease s-cecify) 
(a) ' i ) ( ) ( ) 
Q,12 2o what e x t e n t t h e fo l l owing person(G) i n i t i c a t e d , r e c o -
laiaended or o therwise i n f l u e n c e d you, t o p'-'uchcse t'.\c above 
brand ? P lease s p e c i f y g r e a t e : : t en t , moderate e x t e n t , 
s l i g h t eictent or not a t a l l . 
Pex'son(s) bcoo te r - e l e v i s i o i i ^^ef r igcra to r 
A. Goi leagues ( ) ( } ( 
Lcooter Selev; 
( ) ( 
[ ][ 
( ) ( 
Ls i i on l lefr i 
) ( 
][ 
) ( 
n 
-ge ra io r 
) 
) 
) 
s 
J 
) 
) 
3 . ne ighbours ( ) ( ) ( ) 
G. F r i e n d s ( ) ( ) ( ) 
D. Family ( ) ( j ( ) 
E. Relatives ( ) ( ; ( } 
P. SoBiety ( ) C ) ( ) 
G. Personal urge ( ) ( ) ( ) 
H. Other(s) (Please specify) 
(a) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Q.I 5 i j r . ' X ' a oliOW CPP, h i t h e r t o a poor nan wants t o purchase a 
c a r , u c o o t e r , T e l e v i s i o n , R.eX2:igerator, b t e r e o Record 
P l a y e r , Ai r -Gooler aiid pLadio v i t h h i s r e c e n t l y acqixired 
w e a l t h . In what o r d e r , do you th in l r , he s h a l l nake t h e 
p \ i r chases . 
Order of t h e -ourchases : i ' i r s t l y Secnndly 
T h i r d l y Poi i r th ly F i f t h l y 
S i x t h l y s e v e n t h l y 
m\i Vffi \iO\JJjiJ LIKL T. IIAVL BOIS IIIFOlUIAu^IO^ ABOUT YOU u^O 
HELP U^ IN TEIB PROJECT 
i-aHe: a d d r e s s 
•M.ephone Ho: 
Age Y e a r s . Q u a l i f i c a t i o n s : 
Occupat ion: l - iar i ta l S t a t u s 
Family t y p e independent or j o i n t f a m i l y . . . . 
i-Ionthly fami ly income: 
upto US.1000/- ( } Es. 1001 to r;3. 2000/- ( ) 
r:3.200l t o Fj .5000/- ( ) Rs. 5001 and above ( ) 
TIlAijR YOU i'OR YOUR ILl.,!) CO-OPERATICH. 
(xii) 
ADDEIIDUl'l : B 
(i) Karl Pearson's Correlation Qoefficient : 
The most widely used aee.sure of correlation is the 
Pearson's product moment co-efficient of correlation. It is a 
coefficient ranging frora -1 throiigh aero to +1 and is a neasurc 
of the degree of linear association between two variables. A 
correlation coefficient (r) as large as or larger than +0.80 
indicates that there is a strong positive relationchip botvccn the 
variables. With an 'r' value between +0,40 and +0.S0 indicating 
that there is a iaoderate-to-hi,;jh positive relationship between 
the variables, v.'hen the 'r' value is sualler than +0.40, we do 
not have strong evidence of a relationship between the two 
variables. If the sign of the 'r' coefficient is (-) rather than 
positive, that is, larger values of the dependent variable are 
aoGociatcd with siaaller values of the independent variable. 
If the variables are highly correlated it dees not follow 
that the existence of causation is proved. However if the hypo-
thesis of causation is postiilated and zero or non-significant 
correlation coefficient is obtained, then the hypothesis nay be 
rejected with a given probability level. 
Correlation analysis uay disprove causation bu'^; it can 
never entirely prove it. 
y. = £xy - ^x . ^ y 
/ [nfx^ - ( loc)^ ] [niy^ - (ly)^) 
r = Qovariance (x. y) 
[variance (x) ] [Variance (y) ] 
(xiii) 
(ii) gestinf: sijynificance of an observed correlation 
Qoefficient. 
Given a random sample from a bivariate nor.iial populatior., 
if ve are to test the hypothesis that the correlation coefficient 
of the population is aero i.e. the variables in the population, 
are \incorrelated, vre have to apply the folloving. 
t is based on (n-l) degrees of freedou. If the calculated 
value of 't' exceeds t 0,05 for (n-2.) degrees of freedom ve say 
that the value of 'r' is significant at 55-> level. If t t 0.05 
the data are consistant with a hypouhecds of an uncorrelated 
papulation. The t table is the probability integral of t distri-
bution. It gives a range of values of r, the probabilities of 
exceeding by chance, value of t at different levels of signi-
ficance. 
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